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Roosevelt Will Possibly Act
In Immunity Case Before
Trial If Occasion
Arises.
S.
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Bonaparte Is After His Scalp But
It Is Rumored That Attorney
General Himself May Lose
His Official

Citizen Reporter Secures Few Statistics
From Reliable Sources on Subject
ple
That Interests Every
Saved SI 40 a Year on Income of $60
a Month But Now Earns S75 and

Po-

Don't Save a Cent.
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sition.
Washington, D. C. Sept. 7. If
Judge Uindis Insist upon a prosecution of the Chicago and Alton road
he can succeed In having the road
Indicted, tried and possibly convicted.
If he does so the president will pardon the ofllclals convicted. The
president of the United States would
seriously consider the pardoning before trial of the ofllclals If Judge
Lundis Insists upon their Indictment
their
and attempts to carry forward
Instead of extending
prosecution.
contemplated
and
as
immunity
them
desired by the administration.
If Mr. Sims, the United States district attorney at Chicago, persists in
his determination to evade the in
structions of the attorney general. and
won't dismiss the grand Jury and re
sists immunity for the railroad, he
will be dismissed from the govern
ment service and his successor ap
pointed.
While the oil max may witness the
discharge of Mr. .Sims before the Alton controversy is closed it Is not improbably that Mr. Honaparte himself
will be asked to witnuraw irom me
cabinet at Washington.
Mr. Sims holds the confidence of
President Roosevelt, but it may be
that In the Interest of the judiciary
he will have to go.
The administration will not act tin
til convinced that the district attorney has fully made up his mind not
to follow the instructions given mm.
Fear Find Ilxamplo.
that a part or
It becomes evident
the interest taken by the administra
tion in the immunity of the Alton
arises from the fact that It has proceeded along the same lines as in the
standard Oil company case to secure
a conviction and Indictment of other
concerns it is after. The ad minis-tratlosees that in the event of failure to carry out Its immunity prom'
Ine to the Alton it will fall to secure
desired evidence from the other con
cerns to which it has made similar
Dromises.
The proposition that the president
will pardon before trial, wnwe seem
ingly unusual and startling, is not so
much so, in the view of department
of justice officials, when It Is remembered that there are direct precedents
in a number of states where men
have been pardoned before tried or
cenvicted. It Is said the department
of Justice, law authorities have dls.
covered authorities both in Kentucky
and Kansas, and that the president
will not hesitate to act if necessary to
carry out what he believes to be a
promise binding upon his adminUira
tion.
Sinn Mar Go Anyway.
The removal of Kims, unless he can
make some new and strong represen
tallons to the attorney general, seems
to bu well decided upon in the inter
est of discipline, and to show the sin
cefity of the administration In its ef
forts to carry out iU pledges. It is
admitted that Judge Landis may, if
he chooses, appoint his own prose
cuting officers and secure the desired
indictment, and may also try to con
duct a trial.
For the first time today the argument on the side of Judge Land is
was secured. It was to the effect that
no harm could bo done by the iu
dictment of the Alton, and that it
would be a good "club" to hold over
the road in the event further test
mony wua desired tium tho officials
of the road, and that they might, if
given immunity at this time, have
some surprising memory lapses in
future. In uthur words, Judge
is reported as holding that while
U may be decided necessary to grant
Immunity at some future time, no
harm can be done by Indicting the
road within the period when the statute of limitations does not run, and
then exercising deliberation in dismissing or quashing the indictments.
TUCKER-PLAT-

CASE

T

Brief Table of Prices on a few Staples and Necessities Com
pared With Prices For Same One Year
of Commerce and Labor Investigating Food Trust How
Little Could You Live on If You Had to Cut Down Your
Expenditures and How Is Your Money Spent Now?
Ago-Depart-

--

What does it actually cost you to live?
lo you know? undertaken to find out. Today appears the first of a
The Citizen has
These stories are seseries of articles on the cost of living In Albuqueruqe.
cured from persons thoroughly reliable by a member of The Citizen's staff
who has been assigned to find out WHAT IT COSTS TO UVE.
Yesterday The Citizen published a story of statistics from the Iepart-meof Commerce and Labor at Washington giving the actual expenses of a
clerk rearing a family on $12 a week. That story caused so much comment
that The Citizen has arranged for a series of stories on the workIn of the Dedetail the
partment of Commerce and Labor, which Is now investigating
cost of living.
Incidentally, The Citizen Is endeavoring to find out what It costs to live
In Albuquerque,
The Citizen's reporter will endeavor to ascertain the cost
of living to married and unmarried people, young married couples, couples
Incomes.
with children and people having poor, ordinary and moderate
When The Citizen makes what you consider an error, tell us. Write us what
It costs you to live, how you arrange your living expenses and some of your
experiences.
No. names will be used In these articles, but the facts are
scured fmm persons In position "to know whereof they speak.
It is paid the price of living has gone up forty per cent In the last year.
Has it?
Head what your friends and neighbors tell The Citizen about the cost
of living, compare their statements with your own.
That's
That's what we want to know.
What does It cost to live?
Help us to find out.
what you want to know.
nt

there for a year. They had all the
business they wanted.
The cost of dry goods and clothing
Flour, best grade, per
$2.50 $3.00 will be treated more fully In a spec
loo lbs .
ial article later.
grade,
poorest
Flour,
2.50
per 10!) lbs.
2.00
3.00
Corn meal, per 100 lbs. 2.50
The following was secured from a
liread is no higher than last year young married man whose Income is
bakeries.
as sold at the local
$75 a month. He is a clerk and
Rutter per pound is live cents
he Is compelled to dress
higher than last year, and according neatly above the average perhaps
any
to one merchant, higher than at
of many employes.
other time In the past twelve years.
He and his wife tried to save not
The price of milk and cream has systematically but In a rough and
been raised lv some daries, while ready way. They had never figured
others are charging the same price It down to an actual matter of dolMilk 5 cents a lars ami cents until a Citizen reporasked last year.
Then
pint; cream 10 cents a Jar.
ter asked them for details.
Coffee, the best quality, same as they took one week
the last week
In August and gave him as nearly as
last year.
Coffee of cheaper quality Is $2 a possible the figures on what It cost
case higher to the merchants, who them to live,
They didn't really know where the
have raised the price to the retailer.
Good coffee 40 cents up; lower grades money went they knew It took their
whole Income or very nearly all or 11
15 cents.
Sugar is selling at 15 lbs. for $1. They had not considered why. After
The advance over last year has been they had studied over their expenses
for the week, the young man said.
about 5 per cent.
Potatoes, per cwt, in 1906, $2.00;
Weekly KxiK'iists.
In 1907, 12.50.
"One week's expenses prove how
Vegetables, home grown are about easily
one can spend money and still
the same as last year. The import- have little to show for It. Take the
higher.
10
cent
are
vegetables
ed
iwr
week in August for Instance
For Instance, cauliflower, which has last
During the week we spent 50 cents
to be shipped in, sold last year for for bread and buns, which Included
12 hk cents a pound.
This year it five loaves of bread and two and a
costs 15 cents.
dozen buns.
Pickles which could be bought last half
next big item is meat, and
year for 35 cents a gallon by the lo- as "The
are hearty
both my wile and
cal merchants now cost 50 cents a eaters, we spent an average of 20
gallon, and the retail price has been cents per day for meat, or $1.40 for
raised accordingly.
the week.
Stilt is higher by 10 per cent.
"For milk and cream, which InOat meal is retailed by the local cludes one bottle of milk and thret
as
last
price
same
merchants at the
cream during the week, we spent
year, but the factories ask 40 cents of
65 cents. For coffee, of which we use
a case more for it than last year, the good quality, our weekly figure was
two companies that manufacture it, 40 cents, and for sugar
the American Cereal company and
.My
wife bought an average of
the Great Western Cereal company, one cake per day from a neighboring
of Chicigo, asking the same price, bakery
during that week, which
which Is $3.60 a case.
'amounted to $1.05 for the week.
20
eggs
year
for
Case
sold last
"For fruit we spent about $1.00,
cents. This year they cost 25 cents! mil our daily vegetable supply we
dozen.
Ranch eggs 40 cents a averaged 15 cents of $1.05 for the
dozen.
w ei k.
"Then for little accessories, which
Meats.
we
lulled sundries we spent another
Lard leads the meat market when
dollar.
It comes to going up.
"our fuel royt us just .'tie cartLard sold last year for 8 Va cents wheel
that week, and we pay 25
and sells today for
cents.
for light. Our launcents
Mutton is the only other item in dry billperwasweek
$1.75 and as we pay $10
the meat line that ha taken a raise. ' per month for
about $2.50 Is
Mutton which sold for 15 cents last1 the right figure rent,
for one week's use
year, costs 17 'a cents a pound now
we
"our's."
room
call
of
the
, Hacnn. per Hi., best quality, hist
Take it All.
year is cents; present retail price,
20 cents.
"That takes up Just $12.K0 of my
Ham. per It)., best quality, last hard earned cash, and as my salary
year is cents; present retail price, averag
about $ s per week. It
2" cents.
ii
ii. e $5.20 for clothing, etc.
"During that week my wife was
Heef and pork are on a par with
the prices of last year, the best cuts, forced to buy nearly 18. "0 worth of
bringing possibly a slight advance clothing which left me SO cents to
over the prices of last year.
the bad for the week, but our clothing bill averages only about
per
1'u. 1.
mouth, which let's us out about even
1900 . 1 9 'i 7
period.
for
liie
.
$6 .00
Coal. il'iin stIC
$7.50
"I tliinic this week is lust an aver.
Coal, hard
9 "0
9. (M
week. Of course some T.eeks w e
Wood, factory, per' load
3.25 age
spend a few dollars less an.
will
3 50
Wood, mountain
other weeks a few dollars more
C'liitliin.
which make it come out about
lo- Men's clothing, accord1!
to
even."
cal merchant who has Just returned
"I h ue never given the matter of
from a visit to the factories, is 20 whit il cist us to live very serious
per cent higher than last year. The consideration.
That is I tried to
factories are overcrowded with work manage well but I did not keep
and don t care w hether they get any books on our expenditures or did not
orders or not An Albuquerque mer- - worry particularly over the matter,
"I married on a salary of sixty dol- chant called at the factory w here
Shawnlt goods are made and found lars a month and during the first year
He wag told we saved $140. That, I think, iiui
the salesroom closed.
that no orders would bo accepted the only year we really saved. We
(irwHTics Vp 20 lVr Com.
1906.
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Denver, Colo.. Sent.
Under orders from (ieneral Mark IX Thomas,
of the department of Colorado, Lieutenant (ieorge .Spalding is at Raton,
N. M., gathering information in
case.
with the Tucker-Pia- tt
From the fact that his time while
In Katon was spent in the company
of C. M. Frey, brother of Mrs. Myrtle
Piatt, the woman against whom Mrs.
W. F. Tucker and her mother, Mrs.
John A. Logan complained to the war
department, it appears that the department considers there are tw
snles to the Tucker domestic trouble.
When Lieutenant Spalding arrived
In Raton he located C. M. Frey ami
they spent the remainder of the ilav
Frey signed a number of
together.
papers supposed to be depositions.
Together the two men called on Mrs.
Plait, who telephoned to her attorney as thev left, and when they returned in t.ie afternoon a second consultation was held.
Mrs. I'latt Is said to have denied
the charges made against her by
Mrs. Logan.
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Dishonest Corporations Taking Advantage of Inventions
Are Responsible For
Conditions.
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John J. riiilliiM,

UP

Consumer. Tied Body and Soul
Must Pay Prices Demanded by
Great Monopoly or Starve.
Uncle Sam Preparing
to Act.

:

Wife, of Uto Clubman Who Was Murdered Darkly In

Washington, D. C, Sept. 7. In Its
work of gathering figures concerning the Increased co;t of living, tho
bureau of statistics
of the United
States government Is gradually unfolding the responsibility
for the
great increase In the cost of
living
today, and why it is that the poor
mar. finds hlmseir getting "poorer,"
in the midst of good times.
The department will
announce
within a short time that the trusts
and the verv rich are eating up the
poor man's share of the great prosperity. That's the simple truth.
Many people like to sidestep this
fact.
But that is useless. Trusts
are 'soulless." They are economic
entitles. They are the "creatures of
law." They are endowed with all the
intelligence of their creators, all the
shrewdness, all the craft, all the
greed; and thev lack all the rest
They lack all that makes their makers human.
Storage Trust.
There Is a cold storage trust. Take
that as a sample. See what it does.
than 10 years ago eggs entered
Into the diet of the poor. During
the summer eggs were plentiful, with
prices at 10 and 12 cents a dozen,
or lower. So of chickens.
What has happened?
Invention
produced cold storage. The trust (In
and,
this case, the Armour
jrtliej
trusts) saw the opportunity.
liggs
and chickens could be preserved evert
for years. Hah! Then we can buy
cheap and sell high, the trust mag
nates said. We can absorb all that
are u,1er.V keen team off the market until we get ready to sell, ar.l
get our price. That's what has happened. That's why you pay the enormous prices you are paying today.
Hy col
storage methods the retail
price of eggs is kept between 25 and
80 cents in summer and 35 to 50
cents In winter.
Who suffers?
Answer Is found in the United
states bureau of labor's studies In
the cost of living. The poor don't
eat egga- - Tney eat chicken much
iena unen tnau tney iormeriv aid.
peoPle f medium means who do eat
? g8a are PavlnK tribute at 40 per cent
""crease to tne cold storage trust.
Biislnotts and Cliarlty.
Oo ask the cold storage trust If
It is not sorry for poor people who
no longer can eat eggs. What would
be the reply? Ask Mr. Armour. Jr..
ask the secretary of the Armour
company, or the Armour rerrireraKxt
car lines. What will thev sav?
"It Is all due to an economic law.
It la supply and demand. We are
In business.
One cannot confuse
business with charity.
We
have
nothing to do with the poor. They
must take care of themselves."
And the trust goes on perfecting
its monopoly of the refrigerated rail- road cars, storage plants In great
markets like Chicago, New York,
Kansas City, etc.; goes on adding a
commission business to its storage
and carrying business; absorbing the
poultry, eggs and the vegetable supply from the farm country through
which its cars travel; locking them,
up in nuge cold warehouses, and
holding them there until they can
exact their enormous margin of trl
bute.
Scuulu Yaket I'p.
That is what one food trust is doing.
Jn Seattle
the people have
awakened to It. The city council has
great
created a
free market place.
anu invites the farmer to come In
and sell direct. Hut Seattle is about
the only city which is ulive to the
situation.
The poor man can scarcely afford
beef nowadays. The pike is nearly
prohibitive.
Is
The reason
well
known.
The methods of the beef
trust were exploited in the action begun by Attorney (ieneral Moody two
years ago in Chk ag
and defeated
by the ruling
of a system-mad- e
Judge. Having killed local competition the trust makes the price of beef
anu otner meats what they want.
And remember this the cold storage trust Is only the beef trust under
another alias.
There are other trusts to which
the poor man pay-tribute--o- f
ten
without knowing it.
Xho ljuUier,
iron, glass and bill ling ti ides trusts
exact their tribute In the form of
rent. The poor man Is not building
houses himself: but his landlord is.
And bis landlord pays more for all
those building material.--, owing ti
the unduly high prices forced by the
combinations which ileal In them.
So he raises the rent.
He says he
has to.
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WIFE'S PECULIAR STORY KILLED RIS
OF HUSBAND'S

CUT

DEATH

WEE

HIS

AND

OWN
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Clubman Shot In His Own Chicago Broker Found Un
House. Presumably by
conscious Beside Her
a Burglar.
Dead Body.
PROBABLY

KILLED BY

SOMEONE

FIRST FOOTBALL

1

;

1

'
Chicpee,

Mass. Sept. 7. The first
football accident of the .eason occur- red here within one minute of the
beginning of the first practice game
yesterday. The collar bone of Fred
ijrigg-1- ,
of the Chieoiiee high school
eleven, was broken in a miss play.

.

omi:

Ml.0

NO REASON KNOWN

IN HIS FAMILY

Cleveland, O., Sept. 7. Dark and
mysteriously are the circumstances
surrounding the death of John J.
l'htllijis, clubman and until very recently a wealthy coal operator.
When he was shot in the back of
the neck at 1 o'clock in the morning,
dying five hours later, his wife, Mrs.
Charlotte 1'hilllps, told the physician,
the chief of police and tho coroner
that he was a victim of burglars.
These ofllclals, after a hasty Investigation, rejected the burglar theory
and declared that I'hllliis had committed suicide, bu the autopsy swept
away both theories, and it was immediately announced
that Phillips
was murdered
not for robbery, but
in all probability, by an enemy in
his own house.
Phillips was shot In the back of
the neck as he was ascending a
starway.
His niece and adopted
daughter, Kthel Clark, who had been
by
awakened
the wild electrical
storm then raging,
the
witnessed
Hash of the revolver.
No physician was called for three
hours, and even when one arrived
Phillips objected to his presence.
The police and coroner were notified only after strong objections on
the part of Mrs. Phillips.
Her Story.
It was more than half an hour after the shooting, he says, before It
occurred to her to open the front
door and cry for help. Nobody responded.
The physician w ho w as finally summoned lives only three doors away.
Mrs. Phillips' excuse for not calling
him sooner was that she could not
find his telephone number.
to
testify
Mrs. PhllllHt declined
before the coroner until after she
had consulted a lawyer. Her testimony was given reluctantly, and she
accused the coroner of attempting
to bulldoze her. Her statement difat several points
fered materially
from that of her niex-e- .
Hotli stated that after the shooting tiny saw a strange man standing outside rhe house.
Sheriff McUorray was called Into
with Deputy Coroner
consultation
Hotn k. and an arrest is expected at
an early date.

1
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Xew York, Sept. 7. President and
Mrs. Itoosevell visited a riding academy near here yesterd iy and th
president expresseu himself in favor
(iije itln Itoosevell
clas. Archie and revie-.
took part iu the
The girls
In the class rude astride and the
president enres.-e.- i
himself In favor
of this method of ridlnic for women.
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PRICES FOR NECESSITIES?

NUMBER 210

Cleveland Police Believe This
Woman Shot Her Husband

penses
were considerable cheap
er. In addition, we had no clothing
to buy that first year, both of us having a sufficient supply with the exception of a few small articles.
"We had no systematic way of saving that Is like most young people,
we did not try to save a certain sum
each month but we put by a dollar
here and there as we found we cnuUl.
We thought we were saving and we
were on a small scale.
How Tlicy Munngivl.
the
"We started housekeeping
first yeRr of our married life. We
paid $1 rent for a small
house which I furnished comfortably on savings I made before we
were married. That left me without
CHpltal. We spent most of our evenings at home we had few acquaintances In the city and we spent little
for entertainment. Thut was a email
Item, but looking back I see where it
counted.
Friend Cost Money.
"Friends cost money to the man on
a small salary. Not that we would
trade our friends for what they cost
us but It all counts up. We like to
play cards. It Is our only amusement and when we have a
in for a game the refreshments cost us 50 or 60 cents, light a
sum
mall
and etc. Add this several
times a week to your expense account and you know
what your
friends cost you reduced to dollars
I
Ry
this
cents.
do not mean
and
to say it offsets the pleasure of good
friends. Then when you go calling
in return, there is generally
some
small expense a bit of something to
brighten up your wife's dress, a new-tifor yourself perhaps a new hat,
your shoes need shining or something
of that nature.
How Tliey
"We do not dress extravagantly. I
have a suit that I wear nn state occasions Sunday, evenings and holidays. I have one good ousiuess suit
and when it is being mended, 1 have
a combination coat and trousers and
other remnants of old suits which 'I
can wear and still appear neat and
tidy. 1 press my own clothing.
"It costs more to dress my wife becomingly than it does myself.
Not
that she wears better clothes thun 1
clothing
Is
higher
do but women's
and they require more clothing than
a man proportionately. At least we
found It so. Feminine attire requires
a number of fancy articles that cost
money."
His General Idea.
"What does It cost you io live according to a rough estimate?" he
was asked. The reply was:
Is
food.
"The greatest expense
This approximates about one third
of my wages; rent consumes one
sixth of my Income and, as you may
well be surprised, laundry costs almost another sixth.
T'tese three
my salitems consume twp thlr-- f
ary. Clothing for the year takes an
other sixth and this leaves one sixth
left for the payment of $42 a year
tor insurance presniums, JS a. year
for lodge fees and all other expenses
and amusements and incidentals.
"Such are our expenses at present
though we do not live iu the three
room cottage any more. W'e kept
house in an establishment of our own
only a little over a year, then we
stored our furniture and it is still In
storage. The reason we broke up
housekeeping was that my wife was
called to her home on account of the
Illness uf a member of her family
and was compelled to stay away four
months.
When she returned we
started to boarding. We secured a
room for $10 a mouth and got pretty
good table board for the two of us
for $10 a week. Thus our actual ex
penses for living was $50 a month.
Light lloiisckceiiliiic.
Alter living in this manner Tor a
few months we found that as far as
saving money was concerned that we
had Just about as much as before,
which was little enough, but we grew
tired of boaruing and tried another
scheme. We secured a room In a
house where we were permitted the
use of the kitchen for light cooking.
Here we paid $10 a month for our
accommodations and had the extra
expense of fuel and table laundry.
We save on our food bill a little, but
we live better and are niof satisfied.
As for saving any money that still
seems to be an impossibility. Occas
ionally a few extra dollars accumu
late and we begin to congratulate
ourselves that we will have a surplus at the end of the year, but such
a thing never happens
fur some
friend of ours happens to get married at about that time and we must
buy a wedding present, or some acci
dent takes place, or one of us takes
sii k and the doctor takes the surplus
und a little more besides which must
be paild later.
Not Saving Now.
"As I said before we don't pretend
to be economlcally-mlndeand In
this respect we resemble the great
wage
majority of
earners. We would
like to save money, but we don't like
to worry about It. We know we could
lay by at least a hundred dollars a
year if we exerted
but we
don't exert. We move In the lit
f
the least resistance an we try to be
happy without being mean. We have
friends who are ntu.ited financially
about us we are who save money and
they are hospitable people and all
that, but do you know that I cannot
enter the house of a particular one of
these friends without hiving the feeling that I am em roarliing upon his
bank account. To know he is scraping to save a certain amount every
year takes aw ay my cn.i ynit lit f his
entertainment.
"To be honest, I do ;i it know what
ii Is actually costing u- - to live except
that it takis all I ean: on my presI never gave
et! talary.
the matter
much thought- that is. In an Itemized way.
think the figures I gave
for that one week in August are a
pretty fair simple of .
our expenditures run.
we have
"I know that althon-l- i
apparently le.-- s expi - ami $
a
larger Income. we are spendimonth
ng- more money now thun the first
year we wire inarrb
I am going
ares and see
to watch oLr expeh-liwh-- re
our greatest expense actually
tr-e-

CONVICTS
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wanted some day to own r house and
it was towards that end that we be
gan to nave. I know thil living ex-

DOES IT COST YOU

FORECAST

Denver, Col., September
tonight and Sunday.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 7. 1907.'

VOLUME 22.
PARDON

WEATHER

FOR HIS ACTION
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7. Mrs. Fred
, i ,1
M
lelsh. U'lfn if u a'aullhu
broker, was found murdered In her
home at 423 Davis street In Kvans- ton early today. Her husband with
his throat cut was found unconscious
on the lloor of the bedroom in which
tne body of tho woman was lvlng.
t i
opinion 01 tne ponce mat
Ush murdered his wife and then at tempted to commit suicide. He has
not yet recovered consciousness. The
cause of the tragedy is not known.
Mrs. Fish had been shot and mutilated horribly with a cleaver. Fish recently retired from business on account of poor health and was subject
to fits of despondency.
They Jiutl QuamMUnl.
Parties living In the adjoining
nouse8 heard Ush and his wife last
night in a violent altercation in which
he called her many vile names and
declared he would kill her. No reason for his quarrelling Is known, as
the woman was of quiet disposition
and seldom received any visitors, and
never had any scandal attached to
her name,
Mrs. Fish wag a favorite In the
neighborhood owing to her charlta,b!e
nature and the fact thai she h:nl been
muiucicu muiiru uuiiuHi ta riot uiiioiik
her friends, who insisted that Fish
had killed her and that her murder
muni be avenged.

ARTIST'S

BE

SAYS WIFE IS TO
BLAME
j
i

Declares

Mrs. Earle Urged
Her to Wed Socialist

Adventurer.

,

New

York.

.Sept.

7.

Julia

Kutt-ne-

r.

the young woman whom Ferdinand Finney Karle, the artist socialist, is to niariv after a divorce shall
have been granted
to his wife Is
quoted In an interview today as saying:
"I arn not an Interloper

and Mrs.
martyr.
This day I
glye him up for duty's
.although he is the only man I
ever loved, if his wife would consent, but she will not.
It was she
who urged me to trv to fill the need
in his life which she udmits she had
been unable to meet."
Miss Kultner is now- in retirement
w,'u1,1

U,

Ifladly

OF
Iu the Orange mountains
with her
PKOMIXKNfi: lKAI. brot her.
n
yuil-ll7.
Hew
lioton, Ma.'H Sept.
Spiu n. U. 1).. missionary for the
ill I W II to Pilot's.
liussla,
Sept.
I'niversalist church, well known In
throughout
the 7. Six men were blown to pieces by
the denomination
lie
discharge
accidental
count ry, died at his home at Medford
of tw o
bombs.
Hillside lu.it night, aged 6i.
A1EY

1

Hostov-on-lhe-Iio-

i

BRIDE-TO--

,

n.

oilier MonoMili
The woman who g ie.i
tile t .irt
to buy a spool of cotton thread n
pays six or seven cents instead of
four or five. This raise is due I the

j

thread trust.
There Is magnificent liJustry com- 'n UP I" t,,e I'nite.i States '.v. can-- ;
ning and preserving vegetables and
fruit; an Industry protected by a hinh
tariff and founded on child and wo
men labor.
This industry Is doing.
In part, w hut the cold storage trm'.

I

(t'oiiltiiui-t-

l

on PiiKc l ive.)

r.cin
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

Attorney General Plans En
largement of Department

$3,000.00

of Justice.

i

.

cro-tVn-

nt

,

.

rll

con-trac-

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering;,
fcH danger and fear that she looks forward
Ia. to the critical hour wit apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
soothing
properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, and
and
trating
so
and
prepares the system for the
feelings,
unpleasant
til
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and 6aid. "it is worth
its weight in gold." Si. 00 per
Eook containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.
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Washington,

Sent.

ed officials of the

7.
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Have YOU Been In

Base Ball
Hone Races
Cocking Mains
Trap Shooting
Bronco Busting

ls

department of

Jus-

tice say they believe Attorney General Bonaparte has In mind an ln- largement of the department, such
as will make It commensurate with
the demands upon It. It is said the
attorney general will ask congress
tor a much larger appropriation than
usual. The exact sum Is not known,
but there is no doubt substantial ar
guments can be made to congress
why the department of Justice should
be provided for on a more liberal
scale. It is pointed out that the demands on the department are con
stantly increasing and, yet the an
prnprlatlons made for It are extreme

Jubilee

Singers

4m

Balloon Ascension
Miners' Drilling Contest
Indian Sports and Exhibits
Agricultural and Mineral Exhibits
ALBUQUERQUE DAY, SEPTEMBER 29

ly low.
HuhIiiojw Constantly firotvlne.
A high official of the department

today talked about the conditions
that demand and enlargement of the
department of Justice. He said the
activities of the government against
the trusts, rebate-givin- g
railroads
ana the like were constantly grow
Ing .Just now the government is en.
gaged In graippllng with the most
powerful monopoly In the world, the
Standard Oil Company. This case Is
virtually a test or the Sherman antitrust law. The Interstate commerce
laws alone, by reason of exerting a
greater degree of government control over railroads, are developing
important iitieation ana are certain
to develop more. This lltlKatlon In
no small part Is certain to find Its
way to the supreme court and will
require the most careful attention of
tne department of Justice even If
mucn work is done by special coun-

CABINETS

WE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets, the
most convenient and
cabinet made.
There Is nothing to
equal It near the price we are quoting.
Made of solid oak, and will not split
or warp In the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
needed in preparing a meal.
Enables you to do your kitchen work in half
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
S20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N.'M.

IN PURSES AND PREMIUMS
Well-adv-
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SOI

SPEND

hnve In their power. The laborers
nre compelled to pay them a monthly tribute cmt of their small earnings,
and, In addition to this, the railroad
companies pay the agents n commisSome of the
sion for tin ir work.
Importers lire nld to be making
from $500 to $1,000 a month from
the toll of the men In their charge.
Several women are declared to be
among the njrents who are making
fortum-In the foreign labor traffic.
They have agents In Greece, Italy and
other foreign countries, where the
laborers nre recruited, and by glowing promises the foreigners nre Induced to come to America, They arrive In gangs of from BO to 200 In
charge of an employe of the Immigration agent. They know nothing
Tralflc so Heavy as to Ne of the country, oin .'peak only their
own tongue and many of them can
not write In their own language, so
cessitate Renting of
that they become nr.v,rcally slaves
at the mercy of the prosperous
Locomotives.
agents.
This Is what the representatives of
the government pnpow to put an
Notwithstanding the purchasing of end to, hence the Investigations that
hundreds of new locomotive, result- are now being made.
ing In an exceptionally high percentage of increase In motive power, the two ckxt hate ts
southwestern railroads find themselissn: TN TEXAS
ves, practically at the beginning of
Austin, Tex., Sept. 7. O. B. Colthe busy season almost unable to take quitt, one of the railroad commiscare of the enormous volume of traf- sioners of Texas, stated yesterday that
fic. In order to relieve the situation, he would make a motion, as a memseveral of the southwestern lines have ber of the commission, to reduce the
engaged
temporarily passenger rates In the tate to 2
locomotives,
from other systems.
cents a mile.
In the past week the southwestern
"I have always advocated a
roads have confronted another freight
rate." he said, "but now
congestion. To prevent a recurrence 1 have determined that 2 rents per
of the serious difficulties which were mile Is Justified, and therefore will
encountered a year ago, it became ne- advocate such a rate.
cessary to concentrate the efforts of
When asked whether the commisoperating, departments on several im- sion had the power to make such a
portant centers and get the freight reduction In the passenger rate of
moved,
the state, Mr. Colquitt answered that
it had. and mentioned that since his
Adtlttioiis in AH Quarters.
While road and track conditions induction Into office as one of the
contribute to the problem of handling railroad commissioners the child's
freight expeditiously, the chief cause rate had ben reduced by the com
cents.
Is the remarkable
and continuous mission rrom 2 cents to 1
"If either one of the other comgrowth of business. The new locomissioners,"
he said, "will concur In
motives are heavier and more power- my
motion for a passenger rate reful than the old, and they cannot be
used on some parts of the lines, ow- duction, we can put in force In Texas
ing to the weight of crossings and within thirty days a
other structures.
If they could be rate."
In the opinion of Mr. Colquitt, the
operated safely everywhere, transporrate will
tation would be directed with less em. question of a
he
made an Issue In the race for the
barrassment; but, even so, the oper- legislature
year,
next
and he believes
ating departments would be burdenthat unless the commission puts In
ed with work.
legislature will.
In anticipation of greater traffic, the low rate the next
mm
the southwestern lines gave large orSANTA
EE
CENTRAL
ders fur new cars and locomotives,
for delivery this year, so that they
REPAIRS MADE HEHE.
As the Santa Fe Central railway
could be put In commission during
the autumn and winter. The lines shops at Kstancia are unable to make
also spent considerable money In re- complete repairs upon certain locoplacing the light structures with oth- motive machinery,
the Santa Fe
er heavy enough for all kinds of shops at AVbuquerque are to take
charge
of a large amount of the Centraffic. The additions to equipment
and the reconstruction of crossings, tral's work.
E. M. Peden. superintendent
with other Improvements, were In
of
motive power on the Santa Fe Cenaccord with the expected tonnage.
tral,
Tonnage Increased.
and formerlv an assistant foreBut, although the roads have In- man In the machine shops at this
creased tti(r freight tonnage capacity place, spent yesterday at the shops
about 40 pe cent and their motive here having a large number of forg-Ing- s
power as mucS, end although they
and other work done.
have made iniprf nipnts on all diThe Estancia shops are small, bevisions, the Increase In traffic ap- ing built and equipped to make repears to exceed their preparations. pairs upon only small locomotives.
The freight tonnage iurpagrCi all ex- During the last few months the Santa Fe CerxtraJ has leased a number
pectation.
of locomotives from the El Paso 4
The southwestern lines are arranging to make extensive and costly dm douthwestern, larger than the pd
provements. Double and passing traeli
will be laid, terminal facilities will be
f f ,
gi
enlarged, and new, heavier
Layderi,
Thomas
E.
assistant en."Kill fce constructed. These Improveof the Santa Fe coast lines
ments are deemed to be necessary gineer
headquarters
with
at San Bernardino,
for providing facilities to handle Cal.,
been appointed engineer of
freight with comparative ease and tests has
Fe, to succeed
of
the
Santa
dispatch. This season's traffic Indi- Frank W. Thomas, the
present encate that even additional
locomo- gineer of tests, who has been aptives and cars may have to be or- pointed supervisor
of
apprentices.
dered.
Mr. Layden's appointment to his new
Xew Hifrh Record.
position took effect September 1,
Railroad officials had been antici- though he will probably
be aible
pating that this season's traffic would to assume his new duties not
until Sepbe Just about as heavy as last au- tember 10.
They express the opinion
tumn's.
now that this year's tonnage will
The Santa Fe Central Is running
make a new high record. Had the trains
again after having been out
roads not ordered so many cars and of business
a couple of days while
locomotives there would be reason to washouts were
repaired. The
fear this early in the season, a freight Kxtancia valley being
was treated to an
congestion.
hard rain the early part
B. F. Yoakum seems to have de- unusually week,
which temporarily
the
scribed conditions accurately several of
crippled
the
Central.
months ago. He said that the south-weIs developing so rapidly that the
The tank of 1207. the engine which
railroads cannot build branches and was
pulling No. 9 at the time of the
extensions, Increase their motive powat Shoemaker, was brought
wreck
er and equipment and make Improvements no matter how hard they try Into Las Vegas last evening. It was
or how much money they spend, to picked up by the wrecking crew
Iceep up with the growth of the traffic yesterday and will be sent to Raton
for repairs.
Mt'oi Titorm.rc AIIEAO
The Edwards Martin Land comTHE IiAHOK AGENT. pany's
car "LaH Vegas" and the
Railroad officials, labor constact-or- s South and West land car "MUle Lacs"
and employment agencies are are standing In the Las Vegas yards
said to have been drawn into the south of the passenger station, havgovernment
investigaImmigration
ing arrived from the east last evention and It Is said that conspiracy in- ing.
Inagaln.st
prominent
men
dictments
mm
volved la the sensational disclosures
Engineer J. Duvall. of the second
may result.
district, who had his foot Injured sev.
lAnd It Is also reported that evieral days ago by a rail accidentally
dence Is being unearthed by govern- falling on It, Is able to be out and
ment agents showing the importaaround again.
tion of thousands of foreigners for
labor on railroads and for
The California limited run down a
In open herd of cows a few miles north of
"other large corporations
violation of the immigration laws.
Albuquerque and killed two of theyi,
The government Inspectors now
have Under their surveillance a numTo check a cold quickly, get from
ber of agents who have been engin- your druggist some littls Candy Cold
eering the labor contractM. hiring the Tablets called Preventlcs. Druggists
s,
foreigners In droves in Europe and everywhere are now dispensing
bringing
them to America, where
for they are not only safe,
decidedly
they are turned over to the railroads. but
certain and prompt.
Arrests will be made wherever suf- Preventlcs contain no quinine, no
ficient evidence is found to convict, laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
and the government will break up Taken at the "sneeze stage" Preventhe ring in control of the Immigra- tlcs will prevent Peumonla, Bronchitis, La Grippe, etc. Hence the name,
tion traffic.
Instances have been reported where Preventlcs. Good for feverish childupon
the earnings ren. 48 Preventlcs 25 cents. Trial
the agents thrive
of the ignorant foreigners whom liey boxes 5 cts. Sold by All Dealers.

ROADS

WILL

E

EVENING

Fare, I J - 5 round trip from all points south of
Las Vegas, via the Santa Fe.
Aniceta Abeyta, Pres.

Conrado A. Baca, Sec.

Eclipse Wind Mill, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Wrlto us for
Catalogue) and Prices

anleTScSe

i

ocxcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;

for his southern home, after spending
3. D. EMn. President
several days in the capital attending
ChM. IffrtiHl,
a regular meeting of the board.
O. Glomi, Vic Prettden
O. BacaecftJ, Ttsmip-- t.
Edward Dodson, of Durango, Oolo..
o'i ciann jjourton, oi
Col.,
defendants in a case Inuavneld.
the United
States district court at Santa Fe,
left
for home this mornilng, their cases
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO having
SuoctMOri to
sel.
been continued over the term.
MELINI A EAKIN, and ACHECHI
IMwirtmont Must Ho Enlarged.
QIOMI.
Henry Goke and son, of Sapello,
T. Hardy, of Espannla, attended
The determination of the govern- to L.
VMOLCMALK OKALKRB IN
business affairs today In Santa Fe. San Miguel county, are in Santa Fe.
ment to break up the huge land
lAssfv'Sor John H. Hlxenbaugh, Of Mr. Goke Is an old and wealthy resifrauds of the west and to recover Colfax
dent of San Miguel county, and one
county, Is In Santa Fe today.
property wrongfully obtained from
the pioneers of that section. He
the government Is another sphere of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Young of Monti- - of
his don in St. Michael s colactivity that Is requiring more work cello, Fla., are visiting in Ias Vegas. placed
Wt klip tvtrylhlng la ttoek to outfit ta
lege.
on the part of the department of
most fastidious bar com pitta
Curry,
son of Govern
Frank
eldest
All
from
trains
the east were late
Justice. It is necessary also to con- or Curry, is visiting friends at Taos last night
as a result of a freight
sider meat inspection and pure food ror a week.
?KM.beS? P1p0,',t, xelMlvt 8nt. In th South
wreck that blocked the track east of
legislation, the increasing Importance
Lamp and 8t, Loult A. B. C.
T.
gone
B.
Fe,
Catron,
Dodge
of
Santa
has
City,
Kan. N'o.
did not
of insular affairs, and the Important to Kansas City to look
Graan Rlvtr. V. H. McBr.y.r'. Cedar Brook, Brew.rl,.;
prop
his
T. J mC
after
reach
ctiy
7
the
until
o'clock
fact that the administration Is exrch, and otha, atand.rd ,r-t,-d.
of whlakla. toa 7um.ro.
morning, and did not leave for this
erting every energy to secure strict erty interests mere.
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stearns return south until 7:30 o'clock.
government control over all InterWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS. I'HMHMW
III
Misses Margaret Cluxton and Irene
state corporations and stricter con- ed to Las Vegas yesterday from a sevBat sell tha straight article M recelred by a
In
days'
eral
visit
Denver.
Archibald,
both of Las Vegas and
trol over railroads.
ijTtataiSTlS
Dlt!llerle.
and
In
Brtwerie.
tie United but a Wl'
All
Carlos C. Quintana. a resident of Miss Sylvia Morrison, daughter of
these things make the demands heavier on the department of Penos Negros, was in Santa Fe today Judge Morrison, of Santa Fe, left yesisioed
to
dealers
only.
terday for Loretto Hutghts academy,
aSSi
Justice. Attorney General Bonaparte and attended to business affairs.
Is said to realize this fully and to feel
L. It. Allen, formerly publisher of near Denver, chaperoned by Mrs. W.
Ryan
J.
of
this
city.
department
the
must expand to meet the Optic, in in Las Vegas for a sevthe expansion of the government ac- eral dr.;'' visit from his home at Uis- iSecond Lieutenants Carlos Vierra
tivities In numerous directions. Talk bee, Arli.
and H. E. MeCullough, returned to
of Mr. Bonaparte's retirement from
Fe
night from Camp PerLudwlg Vm. Ilfeld returned Santa
ry, Ohio. lst
the cabinet has about died down, to Mrs.
They were members of the
Las Vegas today from Santa Fe, New
Mr. Bonaparte has taken a lease on where
Mexico
team
at the national ritle
she (Attended the Nordhaus- - shoot, and both acquitted
his Washington residence for an- Staab wedding.
themselves
creditably,
other season, and this Is cited as
and Mrs. H. M. Smith returned
pretty clear evidence he Is to remain. to Dr.
Captain William S. Strover, of SanIj&a Vegas this morning from Santa Fe. where they attended the Nord- - ta Fe, United States surveyor connected
with the general land office,
tj
wedding yesterday,
gone to the Taos national forest has
to
me paper and paint yonr
Internal Revenue Collector and Mrs. correct the boundaries of the forest.
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. P. Hardahur have returned to SanHe was accompanied by R. C. GarPrompt
attention to mail orders,
ta Fe from a short outing at the Val- rett and Chalmers
McConnell,
who
ley Ranch on the Upper Pecos.
will assist him In the work.
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Go.
Charles Ilfeld, Herman C. Ilfeld and
Dr. James A. Massle returned to
Arthur C. Ilfeld returned today to Santa Fe last evening from an exSouth Saconoltntf Lead
Las Vegas from Santa Fe, where they tended visit to his old home In Tor- omna)rmratcC)axyatnaxmcyacmom
wedattended the Xordhaus-Staa- b
onto. Canada, where he was the guest
of his brother, Robert M affile.
The
A chapter of the RnVal Arch of the ding.
Superintendent Marlon Littrell, of doctor went east to study the Opson-la- n
21 North First Street.
Masonic fraternity Is about
to be
Phone No. 482
treatment, a new cure for tuberformed In Douglas. Ariz., the charter the territorial penitentiary. Is a mem- culosis,
with Dr. George Ross, of the
Having been applied for. Sixty ap- ber of the party accompanying Govplicants are now on the Roval Arch ernor Curry on his trip to points In Toronto General hospital.
eastern New Mexico.
waiting list.
Father Hall, a Catholic parish
priest, who has been ill at St. VinV. C. Barnes returned to I,as Vegas last evening from Phoenix. Ariz., cent's hospital at Santa Fe, for some
Writing to n f Hn In Ti'altoa A ft
where he buried his little son, Talbot. time suffering with tuberculosis which
E. H. OeKsell of Safford. says 'condi
at Iron he contracted while stationed in the
tions along the Qlla Valley. Globe & Mr. Harnes will remain
Philippine Islands, left this morning
Springs for a short time.
his home at Las Animas, Colo. He
as a result of the late heavy rains and
Mrs. Virginia White has returned for
was
by his mother and
mienumg nonas, are the worst ever to Santa Fe after an absence of sever- sister,accompanied
who arrived yesterday to take
known.
al months, during which time she
him
home.
visited Mexico, Cuba, New York, and
Governor Curry yesterday appointOllle Phillips took to Douglas. Ari
other eastern cities.
zona, a magnificent specimen of a waWilliam Howe (Brother Hermes
U. S. Attorney I). J. ed
Assistant
president of St. Michael's coltermelon weighing exactly forty-eigLeahy, who has been attending to his Joseph)
lege
in Santsi Fe, as a member of the
pounds. It was raised on his ranch. official duties before the United
leven miles from Douglas, and he States court In Santa Fe, left last territorial board of education, filling
ays there are plenty more there like night for Las Vegas.
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of George J. Crosby
It.
Not only watermelons grow on
(Brother
E.
Price Walters, of Aztec, a member Lewis), former
his fine ranch but nearly everything
Southwestern Brewery
director of the Rame
A Ice Company.
of the board of penitentiary commis Institution. Brother
else that's good to eat.
E.
Lewis
is
sioners, was a passenger for home of a Christian Brothers' school head
now
a meeting In St. Paul, Minn.
Seari A Savnge. who took the con. yesterday after attending
Fe.
iract to do the initial work for about St the board lu Santa
THE
C L. Castle, Inspector of agricul
Don't neglect your stomach.
At
thirty Phoenix business men on their
coal land situated in Deer creek coal tural lands in the forest service, who the first Indication of trouble take
fields. In Arizona, have Just returned has been in Santa Fe for several days something that will help it along in
to Phoenix for supplies. They have past on leave of absence, left last Its work of digesting the food you
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
very favorable reports to make on the night for his headquarters at Flag eat. Kodol for Indigestion and
will do this, Sold by J. "h.
work thus far done. They Ray they staff, Arizona.
have struck coal on several claims In
D.tvld
Jaramillo. of Cerro, Taos O Rlclly & Co.
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Rooting
good quantities and have used some county, is In Santa Fe today attending
of It for hlacksmithlng.
It is their to business before the united States HAin dressicumsr.axd cmnoro.
firm belief that a great coal deposit land office. Mr. Jaramillo Is a prosMrs. Bambini, at ner parlors oppoFirst and Marquette
Albaqaerqoe, New Mexico
Us under the claims.
perous farmer und Sheep raiser in his
site the Alvarado and next door to
section.
Sturges'
Is prepared
to give
The land entries In the United
Will C. I'.arlleS. of Las Vegas, graz thorough cafe.
scalp treatment, do hair
States Commissioner Seames' office In ing inspector of the national forests, dressing,
corns,
treat
bunions and InDouglas, Ariz., hnve so greatly In- 14 in Santa Fe. Mr. Barnes will be
nails.
She gives massage
creased recently that there Is ground superseded as secretary of the cattle growing
and manicuring.
Mrs.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
for the belief that before long the sanitary board on October 1, by Cap treatment
Bambini's own preparation of comneighboring country will be covered tain K. 1. Austen.
plexion
up the skin and
cream
with thriving ranches Instead of retf. . MALL. fropHator
Depaly
United Stales Marshal improves the builds
complexion, and Is
maining the arid desert much of It James 11. Smith, of .Santa Fe, left this guaranteed
Iron and Brfcaa Castings; Ora, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaft
not
to
be
Injurious.
She
now is. More than fifty filings in morning for PemtJ-x-o- .
Chamita and
itiits. Pulley. Grids Bart, Babbit Metal;
Columna la 3 Jroa
prepares a hair tonic that cures
the Sulphur Springs and San Simon Other points along ithe Denver and also prevents
Front for Building.
dandruff and hair fallvalleys have been made in Douglas Hio Grande railroad, where he goes and
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
Haoalra on Mining ana mill Maohlnary m Bnaalaltr
during the pant month and the rate to erve subpoenaes.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Is Increasing rather than diminishing.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. Wt,
John It. lieMler, of Alamogordo. a hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the 0X39Ka)(XaoDaK)Oa)oa)Oax
member of the board of penitentiary machines.
xotick rou rvBLif.vrmxr.
commissioners, left this afternoon, face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Department of the Interior. Land Of
fice at Santa Ve, N. M., August 20.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.

dvs-leris- la
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BUILDERS'

1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
Lopei. of Old Albuquerque. X. M.,
has tiled notice of his Intention tJ
make final live year proof In support
01 nis claim, viz: Homestead
Kntry
No.
473. made May 20, 1S)06. for
tne
Lots 3 and i. Section
sw1,,
7. Township 10W. Hange 6E..
and
that said proof will be made before
I'rubnto Clerk of Iiernallllo County
at Altiuquerque, N. M., on October a
I'JOT.
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, ana cultivation of. the land, viz:
Frederlo (iallegoa, Darlo Chavez,
Jose Lion
Jaramillo.
Venceslado
all or AlbiKiuerutie. N. M.

Willi

H. OTKUO,

Register.

I (Ml 11(1.

Lost, between SI. 3d ji. m.. yesterday
and noon todav. a bilious attack
with nausea and sick headache. Thi
loss was occasioned by tin, linn at u
drug store a box of
King's NewLife Villa, the guaranteed cure for

lr.

biliousness,
25o.

malaria

and

-

Jaundice.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Xtitivp ami tliUnto lamilx-r- .
Kh-rPaint None Hotter, lliilliliiitr Puiier, 1'lioK-r- . l.liuc. Cement, (ilasx. Kuli, lfcxirs Kte.,
Kte.. i:te.
u
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Mcintosh browns
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Sunday Sept. 8

ADMISSION SO CENTS

momc

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

joeK )o)0oeoK motn )x')K5oooooenK5eoooe0(,

A. C. BII.ICKG and JOHN S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to makn
Xcw Mexico headquarters at
.t

1

The Hollenbech Motel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guetts Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line ears stop at the Hollenbeck door. - -
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Roosevelt Fixes
Date For Doffing
Summer Hat.
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Must Die," He Wrote But
Later Repented.

Girl" at Card
Parties Is Vexation

long-moot-

to
see you Blink. "Old
"Glad
Scout," said the litrtle man with glass,
es to a fat man on the rear platform
of a Central avenue car. "My wife
wants you folks to Join her card club.
She told me to see .vou and have
you come out some evening soon."
"Much obliged to you, Withers,"
said the fat Individual, "but there's
absolutely nothing doing In the card
club for mine. You see I married
habit.
a woman with the 'high-fivShe is a member of five afternoon
and three evening clubs."
"Don't you enjoy cards?" the little man inquired.
"You bet your life I do." the fat
one replied. "I can sit down with the
bunch' and play pitch or whist all
night. Hut when I have to put on
a 'blled shirt' and cuffs, go out to
the house of someone I don't know,
meet a lot of people I don't know
and perhaps don't care to, play my
best, win five straight games and
think I am going to cap the first
money, ithen I get un to the first table
and draw one of those sweet young
things, who says: 'Really, Mr. Blink,
I play such a detestable game, I'm
almost afraid to .play with you. I
have heard you were such an excellent
player. You know I don't play high
five. Mrs. Blank Just came over to
the house and asked me to 'sub.' One
of her guests disaoDolnted her, you
know.'
How She Plays.
"Say, did you ever meet 'em? If
you haven't, you have never played
There's been one at every
cards.
party I've been to In nine years. To
begin with, she doesn't know how to
shuttle the cards. And she wouldn't
bid nine on the ace, king, queen, Jack
and ten spot. She holds up both
fives, the deuce and the ace of what
you bid on.
When you lead the
king. Instead of playing a five, she
takes It with the ace to keep anyone
else from getting it. You play the
queen and you get the deuce from
her.
" That's two of our eight,' she
says, smiling.
"You lead a six spot, the next man
plays the Jack, she bites her lips and
says she'd like to look at that first
trick. You tell her It's against the
rules.
She Plays a Five.
" 'I wonder If the ace has been
played?' she asks.
"No one answers, so she bites her
Hps again and plays a five. You are
out of trumps and she loses the other
five.
" 'O. shoot it,' she says.
"You can't say what you'd like to,
not out loud. Then you move to the
foot table and meet another one who
says:
" 'Mr. Blink. I haven't won a single game tonight, I hope you are
lucky.'
"You hope so too, but you're not.
You lose another and that puts you
out of the running. Then they serve
you some Ice cream and some fellow
who can almost tell a spade from
a heart Is announced as winner of
the gentlemen's prize. You look up
to see If H's a whlskbroom or a
clothes brush or something a man
needs. It's a lovely hand painted
plate.
"O, I'm simply dippy about these
card parties," were the fat man's
last words as he left the car.
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Fire Insurance

Agent for the best fire
Insurance companies. Telephone us the amount you
want on your residents
and household good: It
la danteroua to delay.
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Fostoria. O., Sept. 7. "Name your
weapons, Wallace. You know the
cause, and either you or I muwt die."
This is the terse note which Oliver
K. Hanks, a young resident of Chilll-cothwho Is now employed at Find-lasent to Edward E. Wallace, of
Fortorla.
Hanks was engaged to be married
to Miss Lulu Miller, of this place.
"But what of that?" said he to
himself. "There are other girls who
look good to me. and I don't propose
to pass them up simply because I
am. engaged to one."
Right there was
And he didn't.
where he made his fatal error.
Observing this roving tendency on
the part of her finance, Miss Miller
made up her mind to be Just as Independent. And so, when other likely youitg men came
she did
not turn them away.
Ed Wallace, In particular was on
the job. While Hanks was cavorting around with lha fair damsels of
Chlllicothe and Findlav. Instead of
looking after his matrimonial fences
In Fostoria,
Wallace was poaching
upon his preserves in a way that
sent Hanks wild when he found It
out.
e,
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LAY VEGAS LAND
Zionist Has Returned to Meadow
Iarty to Decide
Clt; WIUi
on Ijocatlon.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 7. (SpecialsGeneral Volvla, the head of
the Zionist movement, arrived here
last night with about 30 of his leading men to Inspect the mesa land
east of the city with the view of
purchasing a large tract on which
they will settle a colony of followers. General Voliva was here about
a month ago and was greatly Impressed. He returned to Zlon City
to bring with him the head men of
The tract of land
the organization.
which they will purchase Is a part
of the Las Vegas srant. a tract of
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This Is an ailment for which
Chamberlain's Pain ll.ilm has provIn almost
en especially valuable.
every Instance it affords prompt and
permanent
relief. Mr. Luke La
Grange of Orange, Mich.. ays of it:
After lining a plaster and other remedies for three weeks for a bad lime
purchased a bottle or Chamback.
berlain's Pain Balm, ami two appliFor sale
cations affected a cure."
by All Druggists.
One Dint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask jroijr grocer tor it
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on riuest, by Dr.
nese lesis are
Slump. Racine, w is.
proving to the people without
penny's cost the pre it value of thlt
known
prescription
scientific
pa
.vet vw h' re as Ir
n.i.it
by
a'.l drut,'
Sold
Remedy.
Catarrh
1

1

i

gists.

DeWitfs Little Early Riser
good Tor anv one w no urnn
Sold by J. 11. O RIclly & Co.

are

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the

OMVF.lt K. HANKS,
The OlmlWmgvr.
There was but one recourse.
And revenge ha would
have, "e'en at the cannon's mouth."
Revenge
was that he seated himSo then-I- t
self, took his pen In hand and dropped Wallace these few lines, hoping
they would find him well, etc.
Now, Wallace has shown no objection to being made a target for
Cupid's darts, but he had no relish
fc
whatsoever of the idea of standing
up to be punched at or shot at or
knlved by a husky rival who simply
yearning to put him everlastingly on
the blink. So. Instead of even naming "cornstalks at a hundred yards,"
as did Abraham Lincoln on a celebrated occasion,, when Invited to become the party of the second part In
a duel, Wallace tucked his note In
his watch pocket and hastened down
to the office of Prosecuting Attorney
David.
Hanks was arrested for sending a
threatening letter through the mail,
and after a day and night In Jail he
pleaded guilty to tho charge and was
fined 125 and costs.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
Hanks' fighting spirit Is gone, with LOCAIi APPLICATIONS, as they
Wallace Is free to do his courting on
n not
the neat of the dlaeane.
without thought of Interruption from Catarrh reach
in a blood or constitutional disrval.
a sangulnary-mnde- d
ease, and In order to cure It you must
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken Internally, and acta directly on the blood and mucous aurfaces.
431.000 acres, which was given to Hall s Catarrh Cure Is not a- quack mediLas Vegas community by the Mexican cine. It was prescribed by one of the
government while this territory was beat physicians in this country for year
Is a regular prescription,
it la
yet one of lta dependenclees. Of this and
of the best tonics known, comgreat tract about lbu.uuu acres is composed
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
suitable for agriculture; of this about directly on the mucous surfaces. The
75.000 acres has already been sold perfect combination of the two ingredileaving an equal amount which it Is ents Is what produces auch wonderful
possible for the Zionists to buy. Ed- results In curing Catarrh. Send for testwards and Martin of this city and imonials free.
Props..
l J. CHENEY & CO.,
Rev. Dr. Morley are the agents. The
Toledo, Ohio.
city gets about one dollar and twen
Hold by Druggists, price 76 c.
cents to one fifty for the land,
Take Hall s Family Pills for
The agents sell at from $5 to $15 per
acre. The business men of this place
are very desirous of making a favorNOTICE FOIl rtTBLICATIOX.
able impression on Voliva as a large Department of the Interior, Tand Ofmoney
in
much
release
would
sale
fice at Santa Fe. N. M.
the locality and also establish a good
August 19, 1907.
farming community.
Notice Is hereby given that Cres-encMartin, of Cabeson, N. M., hoa
Sick Headache.
filed notice of his Intention to make
This disease is caused by a de- final five year proof in support of his
rangement of the stomach. Take a claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and 8221, made January 24, 1905, for the
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder lots 7 and 8, Section SO, Township
and the sick headache will disap- 16 N., Range 6 W and that aald
proof will be made before H. W. 9.
pear. For sale by all Druggists.
Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M on October 6,
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
.V. M.: Eugenlo Chavez, of Hernallllo,
X. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.

Three room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

$850
Y
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"Wdl kuv a 5 room cottage, with 2 lots, close in.

$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur

chaser with 8 per cent interest
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Two business lots on corner. A bargain.

in every walk of life and are essential to permanent
appeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the
proier time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
because
acceptance of the
the appoval of physicians and the world-widof the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-wid- e
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, w have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial effects always
California Fig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
Syrup of
simply call for
you
package,
every
whether
of
front
plainly printed on the
Figs or by the full name Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Elixir of Senna
Syrup of Figs which has given
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
d
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Finest Whiskies

jbJEwTBAJlNETT, Prop'.
i 20 West Railroad Avenae

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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CLUB 900MB
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JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PHONE 4.
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CAN YOV BEAT THIS?
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New York, N. V.

,

footniJ

In the way of bakery products? Certain it la that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our oakes,

The flexible sole Red Cross pies, pastry, rolls, etc. Our
shoe is comfortable from are always In demand, because

'he

start.

t

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
ivils of thin soles aie presented by ths Red Cress. It
snables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
sioe that's
ibsolutely
romfortcble

gooda
those

who know appreciate their excel-lenc- e.
But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

bakery
fion men First
Strmt
90T South

EXCURSIONS

all slzt-s-.
AMERICAN UIXKK.

AXTIIKAC1TK
MIMAVOOI).

KIXDMXG.
MOI XTAIN

WOOD.

H: Si, R'J
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

If You Want A

Plumber

d

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, England.

The St. Elmo
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Well-Informe-

This

week only.

ty-fi-

d
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for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

TRUTH AND QUALITY

lc

date. Prices reasonable.

Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty

stallment plan.

Well-Informe-

LORD BRAMPTON.
London. Sept. 7. Lord Brampton,
now 90 years of age. takes a
view of hla advanced years.
"Old age has very few compensations." he declares. "Leisure is not
pleasant. It fills me with regret that
I am no longer able to take an active part In the life of the world."
When he was on the bench as Sir
Henry Hawkins, Lord Brampton wu.s
hanging
widely known aj "the
juage.

stract books that Is up to

on

One of the Important Duties ot Physicians ana
of the World
the

Well-Informe-

ABSTRACTS
Abstrae.s of title famished on Bernalillo County propererty on short notice. The only set of ab-

es-ta- te

FOR SALE A

is to learn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
generally that the California Fig Syrup
known to physicians and the
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company has become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.

HE'S IDLE

LOANS
Have negotiated loans
on Albuquerque real
for the past 20 years,
without a single loss to
loaner. Safety and satis-factito both parties.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Well-inform- ed

"HANGING JUDGE"

Telephone 10

219 West Gold

e'

Cliaslng It.
ed by the merchan' exchange, and
on Sept. 15 every year there Is a
over
grand
fest all
town. Woe be to the man with the
straw on or after that date.
In Chicago, Sept. 1 Is recognized
as the day when the dirge of the
Is to be sounded, but
straw
this year the day was so warm, with
the mercury at 92 degrees, that the
straw-hatte- rs
refused to give up the
Idols to which thev had clung all
summer, and usage and tradition
went for nothing.
No General Rule.
And so It goes. Each city haa Its
own custom. Thero Is no general
rule at least there was none until
President Ted happened to glance at
the calendar and saw that September
was about to bull across the horizon.
Immediately he shied his straw lid
under the cabinet talble and sent for
his hatter post haste. ' As a result,
found the presldental
September
head, and the heads of the presldenwell,
crowned with a new
sons,
as
tal
creation In black felt.
Such was the president's speedy
settlement of a sorely puzzling question. And this inse dixit will "go"
admirersperwith thousands of his country.
Fashhaps with the whole
ion, after all. Is onlv the dictate of
by
,put
execution
Into
an Individual
the masses.
If real coffee disturbs your stomach, your heart or kidneys, then try
imitation Ir.
Coffee
clever
his
Shoops Health Coffee.
Ir. Shoop
has closely matched old Java and
taste, yet
and
In
flavor
Mocha Coffee
It has not a single grain of real Coffee In it. Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee
Imitation is made from pure roasted
grains of cereals, with malt. nuts,
etc. Made In jne minute. No tedious long wait. You will surely like
It. Get a free simple at our store
C. N. Brlgham.
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JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

JAIL

IN

'

M. R. Summers, Secy.

J. M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

"Name Your Weapons, Either I or You

Sweet Young

page Timnf.

CITIZEN.

LOVER CHALLENGES

to, Him.

Oyster Bay, L. I.. Sept. 7. A
(artorical question has been
nettled at last, and no less a per- Konaite than President Roosevelt was
on the Job.
The first week In September has
the
been officially djjid'jd upon
date for "calling In" tho straw Iiat.
ragal
Many
for
has
discussion
The
a year, but uth)rrtles have never
been able to agree upon a date tor
putting a auietus on the summer lid.
In St. Ixuis the rule is establish- -
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Telephone No. 61
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WM. CHAPLIN

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
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Railroad Avtnae

KILL the COUGH
AND
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Bltuitr,

as our name

implies, and our charges are
right.

I
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$4-0-
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Our work

Cult

CURE the LUNC3

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

HIM

uut.na
WOLDS
m
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east-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$13.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

re-tu- rn

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
or Minneapolis and
return $52.10. Tickets on
St. Paul

sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, "07.
Call at Ticket Office for
Par-ticular-

irv, & ti.cn.
Tilai Bottle fret
THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Alt
GUARANTEED SATISFACXOitV
AND

To Colorado and

T E. PURDY,

Agent.

s.

ALBUQUERQUE

pack rom.
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In New Mexico
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AxnrQrEnon: citizex IS:
theThe
lending Republican ilnlly and

weekly newspaper f the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles anil the "Squnrc Deal.'"

THE ALIU QrEUyl E C ITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest (HtiipMvl Job tlepnrtment In New Mexico.
rress anil Auxiliary News Service.
The latest reports by AssK-lutc- I
"WE GET THE NEWS EI FIST."

Cost cf fitting

The Citizen last evening published a jtory sent out by our Washington
correspondent on the cost of living.
It was taken from the actual and accurate figures of the Department
of Commerce and Labor and nave a true account of how n family managed
to
M on an income of only 12 a week. This too In Washington, where
rrlcea are even lower than In the western part of the I'nited States. The
Cltlren also published a cartoon showing that the cost of living had gone up
40 per cent.
The story of the Washington man was given only as a matter of news
news because the lcpartment of Commerce and Labor has begun an Investigation of the cost of living and the existence of a food trust.
'No news story In recent days caused the amount of discussion than the
The
story of the man rearing a family on J12 a week, caused in this city.
CiUsen has therefore arranged for a series of these stories taken from stagovThese statistics are as accurate as
tistics of the federal government.
ernment exiierts can prepare.
The Citizen believes that living Is as cheap In this city as In any other
city or town In the southwest.
The Citizen has a member of Its staff at work on this matter and he will
devote his time to finding out and writing Just what It costs to live. Each
He
day he will give to the public some new phase of the cnt of living.
will Investigate as far as possible, the cost of living at a minimum, medium
and maximum figure, taking into consideration the young married couple,
the family with one. two, three or more children, the unmarried young man
iln fact. The Citizen
and young woman, the teacher, artisan and laborer.
will discuss as far as possible the cost of living in all its pha-e- s keeping in
Tnind primarily ithe necessities and staples of each and every one.
The Citizen will deal with facts, avoiding comment as far as possible.
The higher coFt of living is not a local condition and 1s not reflection upon
local dealers and merchants.
There is a food trust an organization which has been slowly forcing the
price of staples upward.
It Is of Interest to every man and woman to know just how his or her
neighbor is living. Xo names will be published but each and every story scoured by our staff representative will be facts secured from persons who are
Read the
reliable and who know by actual experience whereof they peak.
Cltlxen's local stories on the higher cost of living write us when we are
In error tell your experiences along the lines upon which our reporter is
writing.
We want to know what It actually costs you to live you want to know
what It actually costs your friends and neighbors to live.
There Is no ulterior motive In ttjls attempt to find out.
It can do no
harm but It can do much good.
We will all find out what It cost to live.

WEnere To
Worslhip
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yotenlay to Mr. and Mrs.
lusley, a son.
Klmer Fullerton. son of J. F.
of Socorro. Is In the city to
the AlbuueriUe business colHorn,

T. A.

Ful-Ii'Ho- n.
nl

lege.

o'clock
Pablo Montoya died nt
this morning at his home. (03 Norm
Thirteenth street at the advanced age
of So years. He leaves three daughters In this city.
The Degree of Honor will meet
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. Kd. Johnson. 210
West Silver avenue. All members are
riui'Sted to attend a there will be
business of importance.
The change of bill nt the Crystal
theater for next week Is the following: Illustrated song, "ellautiful Star
f Herhlehem." and "Don't Leave Me.
Molly."
The movlnir pictures will be
'Mother's
Dreams."
"Flowers of
Women." "Gambler's (Juarrel," and
Falsely Answered."
The funeral of Dr. A. S. McH ifTev
will be held tomorrow at 2 p. m. at
the Hapllst church. The services will
be conducted under the auspices of
the odd Fellows' lodge. Rev. Shaw
will ofliclate.
Interment
will
be
made at Fairvlew cemetery.
Schey,
one
Alex
of the eldest sales
men In the employe of the Golden
Rule Dry Goods company, has ten
dered the company his resignation to
take effect within a couple of weeks,
and will leave nt the expiration of
that time for a visit to his parents
at Los Angeles. Mr. Schey has a
large circle of friends In Albuepjereiue
who will regret his departure.
The school onened vears aa-- bv
Felipe Chaves, the well known Helen
phlluntrophlst who died a year ago,
will bp continued by his son and heir,
Jose K. Chaves. The latter Just re
turned from a trln abroad and has
already made arrangement
fur the
continuance of the school established
by his father. Miss Edna Berger and
Miss Baca will be the teachers.
3
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spreads Its radiance the fame of our store for keeping, comfortable and durable furniture that is made spreads among the
housekeepers In Albueiuerque. We have a new and attractive
stock of furniture for fall and winter use that is worthy the Inspection of the connoisseur. Rugs at remarkably low prices.

V
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'I h

and

Mrs. H.

mm

ce

China Treasures

mm,

are usually acquired piece by piece, odd or In sets. We have some
fine "pick-ups- "
for you. And they're rare bargains. Prettiest
novelties In nrt wares ever offered for sale In this town. Exquisite designs and dainty decorations In china and glassware at
amazingly low prices. Beautiful dinner sets $10 and up. Handsome toilet sets $6.60 and up. Splendid values.
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Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

F. PL Strong

Collins.

.1.

Sunday school meets at 9:45 a. m.
Young People's meeting at 7 p. in.
All welcome.
9
l'lrst Congregational Church Corner of Coal avenue and Broadway.
A
Hev. Wilson J. Marsh, pastor.
cordial invitation to all. Morning
service at 1 1 o'clock.
Betestl
Organ Prelude Selection
Gloria.
Anthem "Come to Our Hearts and
Macy
Abide"
Offertory Solo "I'm a Pilgrim . .
Johnson
Miss lone Reynolds.
Sermon by pastor. Subject, "The
Quest for Happiness."
Organ Postlude "Lord God of
Rossini
Isreal"
Evening service at 8 o'clock. Fol
lowing the praise service Miss Hon-or- a
DoBusk, who has spent the last
three years In eastern pulpits, will
deliver an address on the subject.
'Lights and Shadows of Missionary
Life." Mrs. It. H. Lester, organist.

Hunter's

....

and

1 Ammunition

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

the order for

Is

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
A Good Gun

O
l'irwt MctlMMllst Episcopal Church
The Hev. J. C. Rollins, D. D.. pastor.
The Sunday school meets at 9:45. All
are made welcome. 1'uollc worship nt
11 a. m., and 7:30 p. m. The Kpworth
Leapue meets at 6:30, S. J. Stevens,

Morning.
Organ Voluntary.
Hymn "O. For a Thousand Tongue?
to Sing."
Apostles' Creed, all uniting.
Gloria Pntrl.
Hespoinive Heading 36lh Sunday.
Parks
"Art Thou Weary"
Male Quartet.
Scripture.
Prayer.
organ Response,
offertory.
Hvmn "All People That on Earth
Do Dwell."
Sermon "The Thou in a Man's
Religion." the pastor.
Hymn, "Come
Thou Almighty
King."
Benediction. '
Organ Postlude;

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
03

FALL OPENING

Evening1.

Epworth League Rally Day.
Organ Voluntary.
Hymn "Stand L'p, Stand Up for
Jesus"
Sentences from the Rook.
Hymn "There Shall Be Showers of
Blessings"
Prayer.
organ Response.
Offertory.
"Softly Now The Light of Day"..
Parks
Mule Quartet.
"The Service of Prayer and Praise,"
Prof. W. D. Sterling.
"Go Ye Into All the World," Rev. T,

After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. We now take pleasure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
The Washington

Howe.
Hvmn "Will, There Be Any Stars?"
"Inasmuch As Ye Did It," Rev.

M

VERY

TIRED

Drank One Rccr Too Many ami
for the Night hi the Nearest Alley Two I'tuicy
Drunks.

He-tlri'- il

"I was very tired," was the way
Jose Lopez explained his conduct of
last evening to Judge Craig, In police
court this meirning.
loiu'Z felt the tired feeling coming
on after he had ordered one beer
He sought the secluson
too many.
ot the nearest alley and retired for
the night. An officer found him and
when he awoke this morning, the alley had bars. It cost Lopez $5.
Leandro Montova also stood before
the police Judge this morning and
tried to explain the connection between one drink too many and a
series of wild war whoops with which
he favored the public on the previous
night. Montoya went to Jail for ten
days to think the matter over.

IFYOU HAVE
A BAO STOMACH

1

and Alfred Benjamin & Go.

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoats the clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

B. Hammond.
"The Gospel of Ihe Handshake,"
E. Hickey.
"Forwaul, Leaguers," the pastor.
Hymn.

HE

i

United States.

D.

I

Fine Qothiogand Furnishings

M. Mandcll,

&
hi

Nettleton Fine Shoes

The Leggett and Tlatt No. 1 spring
only $5. Sold on thirty days approval.
Never sags. Guaranteed 1(1 years by
us and the makers. We will take

Crosset Shoes

WE FILL

your olel spring in pari itayment.
Telephone 376. Futrelle
Furniture
t'o., west end of viaduct. Seile agents.

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

Nearly all couch cures, especially
those that contain opiates, are constipating. Kennedy's Laxative Cough
Syrup contains no opiates anel ae'ts
gently on the bowels. Pleasant to
tske. For sale by J. H. O'Rielly &

Vj
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Co.

For any paoi, from top to toe.
from any cause, apply Dr. Thomas'
(Ml.
Pain can't stay where

it is uked.

nothing will do von so much
Trlnldail-MiTntos- h
Brown
The
good as u feu tloson of Ihe Hitlers. II
pure ami compounded games Saturday and Sunday promise
.
Is uholiil-- l
from those ingredients recognized by o be humdingers.
medical authorities as the best for
the Stomach and Liver.

There

Is

Hostetter's

I

.

4

lira

ci-

self-relian-

Saving a Scandal

LIKE THE RISING SUN

Q

st. John's Episcopal Church Silver avenue and Fourth street. Celebration of the lioiy communion, 7 a.
m.; Sunday school. 10:4Ti a. m.; morning service and sermon, 11 o'clock;
evening service and sermon, 8 o'clock
lit. Hev. J. M. Kendrick, bishop of
New Mexico and Arizona, will officiate
at all services.
o
l'lrst I'rewhvlerlan Church Corner
Fifth stree and Silver avenue, Hugh
A. Cooper, pastor. Services at 11 and
8 p. m.
After today the evening
service wll be held at 7:30 p. m.
Morning subject. "The Man WithEvening subject, "A
out a Church."
Creed We All Need." Services as
follows:
Organ, Bourre In A Minor. .. .Sudds
Halevy
Offertory. "Itomanza"
Gray
Solo, "The Priceless Gift"

Sports and Studies.
The week at the university has
been chlelly characterized
by hard
work on the part of the students.
All of the teachers express the great
est satiMfactlon at the high grade of
scholarship evident from their class
work.
Alonday being a holiday, the Campus Improvement league, which is an
organization among the students for
the purpose of making the school
campus attractive, took advantage of
the vacation to do some work pn the
grounds.
A large number of boy
and girls were occupied the greater
part of the day 'In cleaning weeds
from the game grounds and in planting flowers along the walks. The
social function of the year at the
This Is e little maverick piece of mighty good literature which was cor- first
was held on Monday
dormitories
O.
K.
branded
Kansas,
and
Emporia,
Gazette
by
the
raled
evening, this was In the nature of a
Like a lot of maverick material of the same sort it is something th
reception by the girls to the boys.
every employe ought to read, clip out and carry around for reference.
A very pleasant eveing was spent.
Although
practice
"I wish you would tie up those documents into a neat, strong package,
for football,
address It to the person named on this card, and send It today by express," which Is the first game of the sea
said a lawyer, handing them to his stenographer, a girl. She took the doc- son, will not be begun till the last
"You will find string in the desk of this month, much enthusiasm Is
ument, and said: "I haven't any string."
A
manifested over athletics.
"In the same being
"And paper?"
in the waiting room." replied her employer.
meeting of the Athletic association
"Where Is the express of- will
Then returned.
She left the room.
place."
be held on next Monday, and
"You will find the address in the city directory or the committees will be appointed and
fice?" she inquired.
"I am busy or I would look It up captains of teams elected. The girls
telephone book," he replied impatiently.
"That girl annoys me beyond words," he said, when she had have already organized a basket ball
for you."
as captain
All day long she comes in here team with Lucy Kdle
gone.
"She will not use her own brains.
With questions that ehe could answer and difficulties that she could solve Friday the tennis court was completed
a
of
number
and
students were
She's willing enough, but she flings herself help)ess-l- y out
without bothering me--.
Uh the racquets In the after
will
she
It,
but
not
to
about
her
one
some
else.
we
on
I've talked
or 6n
noon.
She wants more pay. and I would give K to her were It not for this
mend.
On Wednesday the freshmen class
more
give
her
will
not
I
greatly
Impairs her usefulness.
Hut
fault, which
organised and elected ottleers. Burt
If em- Skinner was chosen for president;
money as long as I am compelled to do most of her head work."
and Initiative In them art- prized Matlulde Allen, vice president; Clarployes were aware how greaitly
Worth, secretary, and Charles
by employers they would be loath to harass their employers with Unnecessary ence
Browning, historian. Committees on
questions.
The clerk or stenographer in an office who dot's a little think- yells,
colors and mottos were appointing and quietly assumes responsibilities secures a firm hold on his position. ed and
the class has given out the
to
being
compelled
The head of a business has plenty of trouble without
be
to
statement that thev intend
willingly
difficulty.
never
every
will
petty
He
dismiss head from In he near future. There
routine
wrestle with
unnecessary
no
are
In
business,
regularly
employe
keeps
asks
who
fifteen
an office
entered members
touch with the
questions, is able to reply to ordinary letters without consulting the chief, of this class and they all Intend to
carry
college
through
studies
their
run
office
never
wishes,
emergencies
employer's
the
lets
anticipates
and the
make It the largest graduating
out of ntamps, stationery and general supplies, and generally sees that the and
history
school.
of
in
the
the
To do this does not require any ex- class
wheels of the business run smoothly.
There is fully as much activity
traordinary ability, but there are comparatively few clerks or stenographers along
literary lines as along others.
that do It.
The Khiva Literary society met on
Friday and outlined plans for their
year's work. The first regular pro
gram of the society witll be given
next week. On next Friday evening
the dramatic club will present at the
An Interesting fctory touching upon the unwritten law foolishness comes Casino two one-aplays. Twelve
It appears that a certain young ladles will appear in the popto us from Louisiana, says the St. Louis Times.
The elder- ular society sketch, "A Day at the
old physician of that state became enamored of a young widow.
ly man of medicine, 1n spite ol the fact tht he was married and possessed a Know It All Woman's Club." and
young men In a college skit
large family, to say nothing of fair repute and a profitable practice, planned twelve
entitled "The NLitht After." Several
an elopement.
old students who have proven favor
One of the old man's sons heard of the foolish ites In dramatics will appear and an
Here the plot thickens.
The boy remonstrated with the parent and seemingly opportunity will also be given to a
father's lntcrvtions.
He was afraid number of new students
to show
The youth feared a scandal.
retired without satisfaction.
what they can do before the footthat the family name would be dragged In the mire.
lights.
students
The
friends
of
the
was
The rest
What to do? The youth had read of the unwritten law.
school uill all be out.
easy.
He would .slay the young widow and save his father.
There would andlingular
will
student rhetorical
be no scandal!
begin next week. To stimulate lnter-es- i
A negro did the bloody deed.
He slew not
So It came about almost.
in tnis win k. Dr. L. N. Chamberonly the young and beautiful widow, but her Innocent babe.
The youth as lain, of tills city, has offered a handwell as the active principal, the negro, Is a murderer.
The scandal is now some collection of American orations
as a prize In a declamation contest
of full growth.
.
When we hear of an application of the unwritten law we know that to tie held In October. The selections
used ill this contest will come
other foolish men and women will take their cases In their own hands. What to be American
orations from the
this country needs is a sharp administration of bolts and bars for the mis from
period down to the civil war,
colonial
guided who would sit as biased Judges and Juries In their own contentions.
and have some bearing on American
history. A number of young men
already expressed their IntenIt Is not on record that David went after any of (iollah's pals after have
entering the contest.
knocking out the Philistine giant, but Judge Ian lis Is still waltzing around tionGov.of Curry
has appointed President
the ring looking for a chance to land: on the Chicago & Alton, after having Tight as a member
of the commitput Standard Oil an the ropes.
tee to urrange for the historical convention to be held here during fair
Judge Lawlor, of 'Frisco, does not propose to change his name to Law week,
Prof. Ksplnnsa returned from Chiless by dismissing all the graft Indictments agaiiiit Schmltz, Ruef, Calhoun
cago, where he has been engaged
e.t al, as requented.
teaching Spanish in the summer session (pf Chicago university, on Sunday
If you don't belli ve there Is prosperity In this country, ask the refrlg last and resumed his work last Tueserator trust, which uiil kindly let ou have all the i cki you want for 45 day. He reports a very successful
or to cents u dozen.
summer's work, and has been reappointed to the same position for
summer.
Prof. Kspinosa has
If Venezuela Insists upon withdrawing her delegates from The Hague next
been engaged for some time in the
peace conference she may lind herself bumped on the asphalt.
study of Snanitdi dialects in New
Mexico
his publications have at
Mety Tiger has become chief of the Creek Isdlans, following the death tracted and
universal notice. Professor
of General Pleasant Porter, and Is quite a Hon for the time oelng.
Mendencz Pidal, professor of Spanish philology in the I'lilversity of
as the
who is recoicnizcd
Jamming his Mail-idThat dory of an Ohio horse that committed suicide
greatest living authority on his subthrough a plate glas window does not look very stable.
Hey?
ject, is writing a general dialectology
of
Spanish language and ha- askWhat ed the
It is said peaches are scarce "and not always of good quillty."
Professor Kspinosa to contribute
blind men these mat kit reporters are!
to it from this section.

Wfiat Brains Ore efcr

Broadway

Church

Following
IDE UN'VERSITY leader.
the day:
Ileglii Work in

FURNITURE

Gold avenue. Sunday school at 10 a.
m.
Communion service at 11 a. ni.
All are welcome.

SECOND WEEK AT

Students

SATl KIAY. SETTEMIIEK 7, 1907.

O
Highland M. E. ( lunch. South
Preaching at 11 a. in., and a p. ni.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. in., Kpworth
League 7 p. m.

1

.$3.00

CITIZEN.

Immaculate (onevptlon
I'hiirch
F.iilv mass, 7; Lite m.'s and ser4 mon. !i:3o; evening
service and conference, 7:30.

(filbert to Frank Cra- ham. sam property, $llnii.
Mlvllle It. Summers to F. II.
to
Schwetitker. lots from
Highland place; consideration

lit the I'ostofflee of Albuquerque, X, sr.,
1H7!.

Hie only lllii'trntctf dally newspaper
mctliiiin of the Southwest.

block
lit ion.
A.

KATKS.

One
hy mnll In advnncn
One month hy mull
One month by carrier within city limits.

Kntorel R second-da- s
matter
nder Act of Congress of March 3,

.1.

Gilbert, west
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EVENING

It
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Stomach
Bitters

t--

will

ii

STOMACH

Mm

J

therefore
qule-klrestore
your stomach to
a normal condition. Improve the
appetite, sweeten
the breath and
open up cJogged
bowels.
for 51
jcars it has been
curing
Sick
Si ur Klnings
Dpe-p-Ju-

,

('(stlwiit'wi,
IVnutlc Ills or
Malarial .l ever.
Pe sure to 'try it.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

i

I

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

C03TAIN3 HONEY ACT) TAR
RellT Colds by working them out of
tha system through a copious and healthy

action of tht bowels.
Cough
by cleansing the
Relievss
mucous membrane of tht throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.

"At pleasant to, tht taitt
a Maplt Sugar"

Children Like

It ALBERT

J. U.

O IULXLY A CO.

FABER'Sl

op

.

WEAK KIDNEYS Try
For BACKACHE
BlaiUar PUIi-- Sun
OiWltfl KIdnt;

nt

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ni titt

308-31- 0

VV.

Central Avenue

.

.. Staab Building

H)wtw

eC

2ULBUQUEKQUE
rTXTrrXXXXXTXXXXTXXXXXXXTX

VICTIM

ALBUQUERQUE

OE CLEVER BOGUS

A. J. MALOY

WILL

BALLINGS

HE BEARD

GHECKARTIST

EVENING

SAYS TOMORROW EVENING

GABRIEL'S

CITIZEN.

PAfiK FIVE.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXX1M
BE--

il

HOME

GINS THE JEWISH

OUTFITTERS

Santa Fe Restaurant

Every Thing
Necessary for

Open Day and Night.

NEW YEAR

HORN

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

and VEGETABLES

b

A full line always in
BLOCK

Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

M

Local Merchants Passed Out Stampedes From Work and Stores Will bo Closed Monday
Rushes to Protection of
560 Man Arrested In
El Paso.
Temple Albert.
Police Station.

any-

H

C

--

Albumieroue has been the victim of
bogus check artist. Tiic deal
.!, pulled off lust Saturday evening,
hut was kept covered by the olice
until lat night when word was re
R ceived
that tne artist was under ar
rest tit Kl Paso.
The. victims were the Alvarudo
hotel.
and the Vendo-ma I'hurinacy
1 he
tirst place was taken in lor 5.0
and the second for 130. The checks
M were made on the State National bank
of this city nd In both instmices
were signed C. A. Uartlett. However,
man's real
H it is believed that the
name is C A. liowers us this was the
name he registered at the Savoy hotel, where he Htopped while In the
Himllier

city.

8

IIITIIIIIIIIIIIITmiTIXII

Home
Cooking'
Strictly at

Cohimlbus
Motel

Roller Rink
A

.1

liowers or Uartlett came to Albu- queicjue m Saturday un the Califor .
nia limited and went to the savoy-hotelHe told the clerk that he had
no money Just then but that he had
i check and would Set it cashed on
Monday. He had two grips nn(j a
large
The last article
lie deiMisited with the hotel
clerk.
The gun was loaded to its fullest capacity.
Some time Saturday Mr. Uartlet, its
he represented himself to be in the
role of money getting, called at the
Slates National bank and told the
cashier that lie would like to make a
deposit. He said that he had .money in
a Dank in California, which he would
like to transfer to the local bank,
and 'he wrote a check for $515 in
'ivor of the State National bank.
For this check lie was given a de
posit slip and a check book. Armed
with these he found the rest easy.
At the Vendome hotel he display
ed his bank book when his check
was Questioned
of
and thinking,
course, that if the man had the money In the bank, his check must be
good, Mr. Cornetto
cashed It. The
ame scheme worked at the Alvar-ad- o
Pharmacy. Mr. Uartlett pcnt
Sunday in the city seeing the sights,
and on Monday night boarded train
No. 9 for the south. However, before
leaving the hotel, Mr. liowers as he
was known at the hotel, told the por
ter that he was going out on train
No. 1.
Mr. Liowers Is about five feet eight
Inches in height and slender, and
has the appearances of being an Invalid. While in the city he wore a
light suit of clothes and a soft Panama hut.
DiscripUon of Bowers alias Uartlett were sent to Kl Paso and word
was received from there last night
that the man had been apprehended.
A deputy sheriff went to Kl Paso lat
night after him.

MAN BREAKS LEG JUMP-

-

TRAIN
man, who gave the name of
Charlie Martin, lay for several hours
on a cot In the baggage room of the
Santa Fe depot this morning awaiting the question to be decided what
was to be done with him.
Martin
said he was coming north on a
freight train Thursday night and
when about six miles south of this
city was ordered off the cars by a
trainman.
He said the train was
n oving at a
t
rate of speed and
that he struck the ground with such
force when he was compelled to Jump
that he broke his leg. He was left
helpless by the side of he tracks until a passenger train came along;
picked him up and took him to Belen
where his fracture was set temporily.
Then the next train coming north
from Belen brought him here.
At the local station Martin was
deposited in the baggage room, while
an effort was made to get some one
to take care of him.
The Santa Fe
refused to see that he was cared for
and the police did likewise. The police claimed that Martin was not the
city's patient as he was Injured oul
of the city. The county commissioners were alno communicated with
and the county also refused to care
for the man because he was hurt
l.
out of the county. Finally Kev.
of the Immaculate Conception
church, lent a benevolent hand to
the injured maa and had him sent
to the hospital.
Martin lay In the
baggage room for five hours before
he was rescued by Kev. MandalarL
Take DeWitfg Kidney and Bladder Pills for bacJtache, weak kidneys
and inflammation of the bladder.
Sold by J. H. O'ltielljr & Co.
A

OPEN
Tuesdays, Thursdays,

Saturdays
a. m., 2 to
5 p. in., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Masquerade, Thursday, Sept. 19.
Friday Nights Reserved for Private lotting Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FKEE.

and

Suiuliivs.

10

to

12

C. F. Allen
Galvanfred

if
General

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,
--

Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
Jobbing

305 West Gold

AdmiHion,

lOc

fa-s-

Man-dalar-

BACK

HOME

of Amusetaont

Crystal Theatre

After facing a serious charge In
court yesterday. Miss or a lingers, the
pretty daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, owners of the hotel at Jeinez Hut
linings, reluctantly consented to return with them.
Program:
She has been living In this city
with Mrs. Smith at 11 John street
Defense of Port Arthur.
and said she preferred to live in a city
lYairie Moment.
rather than in the country.
PiUmistry.
Her father promised her that If
The
he would return home with him he
I've 1.0ft My Eye tiln.-iso- .
would give her llili) to go elsewhere
J n
the event that she did not lind
her home life all that she desired.
girl was charged with securing
The
SOXtiS:
goods under false pretenses from the
Dion store and had she not consented
In (he Wild Wood Where tlkO
to return with her father she would
Blue Bells t.row.
probably have ben fined by Judge
Mora IHira.
MeClell.in.
A Thrilling March Song.
She is IS years old and
said she received Ji a week from
Mrs. Smith for doing
The Timeli Tliat lleuN
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve,
J. 11. SCOTTl, Musical Director.
it's the happiest combination
of urnic u liowers and healing balsam.-eve- r
compounded. No mutter ho
old the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
will cure it. For burns, scalds, cut
wounds or piles. It's an absolute cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. iiSc.
Everything New and First Class
De Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salve Is good fur boils, burns, cum,
Kates Reasonable
uml skin diseases. It is esOpposite Depot
pecially good for piles. Sold bv J.
hou-ewor-

HOTEL PALACE
Ovf

Dinsdai.k

Prop.

II. O Kielly & Co.
SubMTlhe

"I heard the death bell ringing, 1
said Will Ballings, a colored man who appeared In police court
this morning.
"That was only an etiKlne hell you
heard," t;i,l Marshal McMlllln.
"No. sah, no sah. It was the death
hell. They sure Is after me and done
want to shoot me. but I declare I
aint guilty of no crime. I never committed nothing, no enh. I never did.
I'll go right out there In the middle
of the street and die right now if I
ever committed
anything.
tint 1
knows they i nfter me for 1 heard
the denth bell ringing this very morning. They sure Is after some nigger.
Somebody's got to die."
Will Balling was arraigned before
Police Judge Craig yesterday morning on the charge of drunkenness
and disorderly conduct and was sent
up fifteen days. He was put to work
on the Ftreets and worked all right
yesterday, but this morning
upon
hearing wnne bell ringing
became
possessed of the idea that It was the
death hell and that some one was
after him to kill him. He was working in the Highlands but he dropped
his shovel and made for the police
station as fast as he rould run. On
Second street he met Chief of Police
McMlllln and began explaining about
the death bell. In police court he
told an Incoherent tdory about working at frallup recently
and being
charged with committing a heinous
crime for which his life had been
Killing has prevously
threatened.
been in this city anil arrested on
minor charges. The police think his
mind has become leranged by the
excessive use of bad whisky. He was
locked up to await a change In hi
condition.

mre did."

ARE AT IT
Albuquerque
are
and Trinidad
playing ball at Traction park thi
afternoon for money and glory. If
Albuquerque can play ball at all or
If the locals are In the same class
with Trinidad, today's game should
tell,
ir the Browns can t win from
Trinidad on the home grounds, with
a square deal. well, then It's time
Manager Matson was getting busy
and gathering up some new material with which to go Into the territorial fair tournament.
The game this afternoon will probably not show- - the actual strength of
tne Browns, but It will rellect all
that Is in them to a certain extent.
captain McUonald will not be be
hind the bat this afternoon, but re
linquishes the big mlt for the game
to Diamond.
The latter has been
catching Craihle for some time and H
is believed that better results will
come from such a combination., Kunz
will be brought in from the lield to
second base, and there will be no
weakening of that station. The only
thing that will be missed in today's
game with McDonald out Is the little
bingle that Cap is In the habit of
getting every once in a while.
The lineup of the two teams will
he as follows:
Browns.
Trinidad.
ss
Clancy
Green
2b
Kunz
Webster
Galgano
McClelland
rf
3b
Hathburn
Niehoff
c
Diamond
lirierlv
MoHugh
Craig
of
Uraham
Sweet
If
or Owens
shay
lb
Harper
p
Crable
Metz
Nash and Toner

for The Kvcniiig Cltloen.

M

& ZEARtN0
Ave.

305
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At sundown tomorrow begins the
56RSth year of the Jewish calendar
and Inaugurates the ten days' peni
tential season of the Jews which cul
minates in the Atonement day. the
most solemn day of the Jewish year.
At Temple Albert, the local syna
gogue, on the corner of (Sold avenue
and Seventh street the New Year's
religious services will be held, the
first meeting beginning promptly at
s o clock tomorrow evening and a
second service at 10 o'clock Monday
morning.
To these services which
will be conducted by Dr. K. M. Chap
man, the new rabbi, the general public is cordially invited.
These serv
ices are of an elaborate character;
there will be special music besides
the singing of the ancient traditional
music of the Jewish church. Some
of this music Is the same which was
sung In the temple of Jerusalem in
the days of King Solomon.
The Jews reckon time in lunar
months and hence, in some years
there are twelve months and In oth
ers thirteen months. Instead of an
extra day, they have an extra month
In their leap year.
Next year Is one
years in the
of the thirteen-mont- h
Though the Jew
Jewish calendar.
ish New Years is first a religious
holiday, and solemnized by religious
services, it Is by no means Intended
as a day devoid of amusement
or
festivity, at least not with the re
formed Jewish church to which kind
Temple Allbert belongs. Most of the
Jewinh people of this city are American born and possessed of the American spirit to which In some respects
tne
Hebrew religion Is opposed. The reformed church is broad
In its creed and though the Mosais
law Is respected in the vital matters
no attention is paid to those parts
which apply purely to oriental condi
tions.
iMonday the stores and business
houses owned by Jewish citizens will
be closed In honor of the day and
the Jewish families will keep open
house. General feasting and rejoic
ing will be the rule with these fami
lies on that day which aside from
the religious services In the morning.
Is celebrated much the same as any
American holiday. The Jewish day
begins at sundown and ends at the
next sundown and so the New Years
will be over Monday evening. Dr.
Chapman will preach both at the
service tomorrow evening and that
of Monday morning.

W. Gold

THERE IS

A

REASON WHY

TRIBUTE TO FOOD

Superior Lumber and Mill Go,

stock of goods
at

. MAHARAM'S

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that is equipped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill

81 e West Central

'r. n.

work.

STAPLE AND TAXCY GKCX'KHIKS
t
Grndo of Hour.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

Ki-w-

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

THE NEW CITY DIRECTORY IS NOW COMPLETED,
AND READY FOR

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention

DISTRI-BUTI0-

SEND THE BOY

Out-of-tow-

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

LET

PRICE IS $1.

109-1- 1

&

SCHWARTZMAN

1

W.

CALL

FOR

YOUR

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel,

1

Tel. 480

WITH
DCXXXXXXDOOOOCXXlC

Meat, Poultry and Fish
21

US

CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE

THE VALLEY RANCH

Central, Tel. 323

If you want to get to a cool place

Your

In a hurry, wire na at Glor-letX, M., telling us what train you will take and come on up.
Our wagon will meet you.
The round trip fare to Glorieta is $5.60; the stage fare to the
ranch la $1 and the rate at the .ancli la $8 per week.
We will try to see that you have a good time. The fishing U
good.
.

Children's Eyes

THE VALLEY RANCH

o,

Pecos, New Mexico

yont HIGHEST CON
SlDEKATiOX.

FACTS

Neglect of them now, during their
miiool iige when the strain is great,
may mean much suffering in after
life, which Is easily avoided now. Let
us examine them; we will tell you
tneir exact condition without charge.

(Continued loiii Page One.)
has done. It absorbs the fresn vege- C.
O.
tables and fruit during the season,
and raises their prices to the perma
The Central Avenue Optician
nent
price of can
114 Central Ave,
Piione 452.
ned goods. 1 his makes fre.sh vegetables higher, the price this season
uecoming proniomve tor the very
poor.
This is a
a Reliable Dentist
trust (if Consult
It is a trust).
In any case it is a
industrv.
Among other trusts to which the Full Sot of Teeth
poor man pays tribute are the coal
;olcl Filling
S1.50 up
trust, oil trust, the grain elevator Gold Crowiia
$0
trust (Its effect on the price of wheat
oread), the sugar trust, and some lo Pain lews Kxtractliijc. . . M)c
cai trust in public utilities like street
ALL WORK AimOMTKLY
GCAIt- railway, gas or water.
FlnaJly there are the two great
trusts which levy an indirect tax on
practically everything that enters In
to a poor man's proiblem of living:
1
Railway trust and allied manufac
VAUDEVILLE
IN
turing Interests which
to
tm
neep up unjust taritt laws. Kvery
extortionate freight rate ami overcapitalization
means extorrflonate
rates Is ultimately paid by the conDUS. COPP and PETTTT.
sumer. And every cent that the tarROOM 12, X. T. ABM I JO BLDG.
iff adds to the price of
8
This city now boasts or almost
products is an Increase to the
every other modern necessity, but,
In burden of the man who does nothing
the opening of the new Crystal the- but consume.
TTXXXXl
atre, upon Sept. 15th, It takes on that
The remedy? It is plain. Klther
Tne Parisian
newest of new forms of polite amuse- the trust must lie controlled or it
ment modern vaudeville.
must be destroyed. The alternative
Kvery city of any consequence in is industrial feudalism.
1
this country now boasts of such an
Institution, and to be found without
120 South fourth St.
Doan's Itegulets cure constipation
one within Its midst almost means without
nausea, nor
anv
"nothln' doln'," so surely does its weakeninggriping,
Hair Dressing
effect. Ask your drugFclal Massage
hearty support brand a town as "a gist for them.
25 cents per box.
Shimpoolng
Electrolosli
live one."
Scalp Treatment
Manicuring
To acquire one of the Crystal
Children's Hair Cutting
houses Is a matter of congratulation,
for they Include only the largest and THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
We manufacture alt
kinds
best cities of the east and west. The
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Com
Crystal circuit Is owned by the WestM
plete line of Switches, Pompa
ern States Vaudeville association,
dours, Puffs. Wigs, etc.
whose headquarters are In San Fran- O.
Kl-- li
IIAIIt NKTS
cisco.
It embraces
seventy-tw- o
1 20 Colt Avenue
mltary French
Hair Rolls.
houses and is backed by a capital of
pomp Wave.
The new
All
over a million dollars. Some of the
to
be worn under
shades
the
best known capitalists of the Pacific
ruffing
Instead
hair
of
one's
coast are Its directors and it trans,
Kxclu.sively to
Devoted
own
in
novelties
back
and
side
a
acts
volume of business almost
combs.
equal to a large railway
system.
With such an aflluence
back of it
and such a capital to carry on its
h Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Will Open
business it is enabled to get anything
It wants in the way of new, great
proprietors
and attractive amusement
16 XXXXX3
features MONDAY EVENING, SEPT.
IXXXXXXXXXA
for its limitles patrons.
When one
house becomes a link in the magic
DAILY
SHOWS
3
3
chain that spans the continent
it
secures In its regular time all the Matinee Kvery Afternoon at 2:30
big features that all the other cities
2 Shows every evening 2
have had, much as a league city seS O'clock and 9: 15
cures its whack at a rival city in the
Loose lear Ledgers and Deregular course. In other words the Door Open
Minutes
Ilefore
30
vices
have been "tried" and
same vaudeville Hct which are now
reifunni!i;es
attracting and delighting thousands
found
be "true."
to
in Milwaukee, Omaha.
St. Joseph,
Kansas City, Denver, Pueblo and oth- LADIES' SOUVtMR MATINEES
YCU Given Them a Trial?
rave
ers, and which will eventually reach
Every Tuesday and Friday
Frisco, Seattle, etc., will scage In AlWe make all styles and sizes, ;
buquerque.
at 2:30 and 3:43
Thus we have learned
what the Crystal circuit Is, what it
also special ruling and BLANKBOOKS
means to do and what it stands for.
i 01 j :
We now have only to watch it
H. S. LITHGOW,
which will surely happen
the firm week of its existence.
10 and 20 cents Book Binder and Rubber Stamp Maker
Matinees
What the Orpheum
is
to San
10, 20and 30 cents
Francisco and Denver, and
what Evenings
Phone 924, 312 W. Gold,
Keith's is to Boston: the new
rv
tal will certainly be to this city.

H. CARNES,

can't be rubbed out. Here are some:
Paint Is the only preservative kntn
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. & p. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your

D.

house or barn use

RIO

tariff-nurtur-

larirr-nuruir-

ed

M. &

GRANDE

LUMBER

"
These Are
'

1

School children are almost as hard
on their stocking
.is they are on
their shoes and unless vou enjoy
darning you will rind it to vour advantage to buy our Blac k Pat ' hosiery. I'nequnl. d in wear, fit and fast
color. Prices range from 1 2
to
'lc ( May's Saoe Store. 3H West

tlitij

Central avenue.

I

ns

1

X"

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER
JOOOCXXXCOCXXXXXXXXXICXX

tmn
vi.?1

Cycle Co.
SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

;IU-ol-

Buying

Day;

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

Do you Intend buying
.etilcle w enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
incomes.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Coma and see

us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and TJeras Road.

ax

I.

"TRIED and TRUE"

2CXXXXXXOCXXOCXXXXXXXXXX

Carriage
r

WiOV"-'- ' yW X'fw

i

Modern Vaudeville

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

'Hi--

Beauty Parlors

P. paints.

Phone 8

col

dem-onstat-

N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
i:er.vtldng In market nhvnys on hand
"TUB BKST ALWAYS."
Phone 238
f.08 W. Central Ave.

DESEKVE

TRUSTS

Proprietor

JOCXXXXXXXDOOOOO

You should see the new and

elegant

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

PEOPLE PAY ENORMOUS

H. COR DIE, Mgr.

PRETTY MISS ROGERS
WENT

45 Minutes

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh LobsteM
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Housekeeping

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

R

Where to Dine Well

SPENDING
TOO MUCH MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with o not long; ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills

by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account pave him a complete
To-tarecord of all receipts and expenditures.
this man is saving regularly because he
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the tame experience at no expense.
y,

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

W.

( iric
Livery
Silver Avenue.
1

WeM

RATTE SON

Hot irtlinj,'

AMtL'gl'KKQVK.

Wtcal

NEW MEXICO.

1 1
Tclcolione
?-

57.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
JSr1Mal

ALBDQDERQOE

VGE SIX

DANIELS

SEEKSlALFALFA

Snt.

Another cf'
fort is beltiK made to iwure the re
on bona.
Daniel
of
It.
Robert
lease
Daniel has frieen confined In the
county Jnll here since June last
charsed with the murder of Jim
Brown. At the close of his prelim
inary hearing about two weeks ago
Justice Thomas refused to fix bond.
holding that the showing had not
been sufftVlent to warrant the arant- lnK of ball.
Yesterdav the attorneys for Dan
lei made application for a writ of
habeas corpus directing the territory
to come to court and show cause
why the accused should not be admitted to bail. Tapers were served
on Sheriff Thompson yesterday afternoon, but by stiDUlatlon will be ar
med before Judge Doan 2 at ToniD'
p. m., by
atone on September 9 at
Attorney F. C. Jacobs.
rvar no win Die.
Daniel Is said to be growing quite
restless in confinement. Is moody and
any of the
for days will not speak to county
bas- prisoners confined In the
7.

for the accused. It
again base their
claim for the release of the prisoner
on the ground that close confinement
la teonardlzlng his life. At the hear
ing before Judge Thomas two weeks
ago a number or arrmavus irom reputable physicians were introduced
suffering
affirming that Daniel
from the effects of Bright'" disease
and that In all probability if not released he would not live to undergo
the ordeals of a trial, which will
necessary be long drawn out and
hard fought. Daniel Is In a position
fo give almost any sired bond. It
is given out that the renewed fight
for bond will be strongly resisted by
the district attorney.
Stomach troubles heart and kidney
ailments, can be quickly corrected
with a prescription known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Restorative. The prompt and surprising relief which this remedy immediately brings is entirely due to Its restorative action upon the controlling
nerves of the stomach, etc.
A weak stomach, causing dyspepsia, a weak heart with a palpitation or intermittent pulse, always
means weak stomach nerves or weak
heart nerves. Strengthen these Inside or controlling nerves with Dr.
Shoop'a Restorative and see how
quickly these ailments disappear.
Dr. Shoup of Racine, Wis., will mall
samples free. Write for them. A
test will tell. Your health Is certainly worth this simple trial. Sold
"by all druggiBts.
The attorneys

la understood,

will

w--

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

COMBINATION SUIT
For Boys

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

The Most Serviceable and Neatest School Suits

says:
sheepman
better than alfalfa
pasture In the fall to give old ewes,
which are going on feed, a good
boost. The same Is true as to cull
Hy turning them on alfalfa
lamlbs.
pasture In the fall they will catch
up with the main band by December.
If locoed sheep are brought In early
and put on alfalfa pasture ninety
per cent then will recover and be
profitable to their owners.
Ilofiisc to Iluy IjhkI.
The Uintah gracing men's associacomposed
of some of the leadtion,
ing sheep men of Utah, has refused
to buy 408.858 acres of railroad
grazing land now leased by the association between Green river and
at prices ranging from ninety
cents to $1.20 an acre. The sheep
men have been leasing the land for
a considerable period at two cents an
acre, and in addition have provided
The leases have
for 1U patrolling.
always been conditional upon the sale
by
of the land
the railroad and in
advance
such event the rerat paid in company
was to be refunded. The
decided to sell and gave the associaoption which wa
tion a ftfteen-da- y
Ranchers will probnot accepted.
ably come in and buy the land, necessitating the moving of 150,000
sheep belonging to the association
memibens to other territory.
ItuU-Jiernot Purtlciilnr.
succeeding
season finds
Kaich
butchers less insistent as to weight
and finish in the lambs they buy.
Every year thev encroach further on
the thin or the feeder end of the
lamb crop and make the first coet
of what the finisher buys to cure
more oppressive. The American public has of late years become a voracious consumer of lamb, not aheep, and
sidesteps the heavy mutton with persistency. Although market receipts
phenomenally in a
have increased
numerical sense In receat years no
one can locate a corresponding gain
In pounds of product.
The
wether weighing 120 pounds has
by the
popularity
displaced
In
been
lamb weighing sixty or sixty-tw- o
pounds and consequents 2,000 head
under the new order of things furnish no more meat than 1 000 sheep
did formerly.
Company Sella Out.
The Sage Creek sheeip company of
Helena, Mont., has sold ita entire
land holdings of 26.000 acres to the
Bluings & Northern railway company
for $260,000.
The decision of the
Sage Creek company to sell Is In line
with the general policy of many of
the big Bheep outfits In reducing their
band9, except that this concern has

CAPITAL

seat is double from seam to team.
knees are double from seam to seam,
seams are taped and sewed twice,
buttons are riveted; can't be pulled off.
has extension waist band,
pockets are exceptionally strong,
coat front is flexible won't break or wrinkle,
all edges are double stitched.
fabric is camphorated (new process) ; moth and germ proof.
fabric is sponged by special process; won't shrink or stretch.

known
well
"There is nothing

Cop.HiM 1nt

t.ia

a

rriw

Co

A

That's why this COMBINATION SUIT at $5.00

is the biggest bargain in Boys'

suits ever offered.
Will wear longer look better and give more lasting service than any other
three $5.00 suits you can buy.
A choice assortment of fabrics and patterns in all sizes for your selection.
Other styles in Boys' and Children's Wearbetter clothing from $4.00 to $10.00.

Le-Ro- y,

RULE CLOTHING

THE GOLDEN
gone the limit and will retire from
The company
business altogether.
owns 30.000 sheen and last year marketed some 250.000 pounds of wool.
This year the clip was over 200.000
pounds md the wool sold at twenty
cents. The sheep and other prop$150,000
bring
erty will probably
more so that the company will retire
$400,000.
In
something
like
with
1880 the comipany began with 1.000
liend so that one would Infer that
the preachers In the concern have
gotten out all right. They evidently
had the persistence to stay with the
proposition through thick and thin
and the fat years over balanced the
lean ones.

ld

TR1-BULL-

GIVES

I0N

FOR

BOND

.

SMELTER

Ilal Tetter for Tliirty Yours.
I have suffered with tetter for
thirty years and have tried plmost
countless remedies witn lime, n any,
Three boxes of Chamberrelief.
lain's Salve cured me. It was a tor
ture. It breaks out a little some
times, but nothing to what It used
to do. D. H. Beach. Midland City,
Ala. Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale
by All Druggists.

Sept. 7. The
Canon
of
Smelting company
New York, which has entered into
Meran agreement with the City
chants' association to erect a smelter
fifty
here with an initial capacity of$250,-00tons a day, at an expense of
u luwrfBUHi ana tnooia Know
about th wonderful
has filed a bond for the faithIMARVELWhirlingSprav
contract.
of
the
ful performance
yrnm
Dew vtttrifiai
The city Is pledged to provide amM ot conven
ient, u clean
other concessions.
ple ground and
The capacity of the smelter will be
A Humane Appeal.
Increased 1n units of fifty tons each Ark onp dniffoMat for ft.
A humane citizen
of Richmond, until 300 tons Is handled each day. If hef cannot
tunpiy the
V E L.
nc
107
D.
U.
West The outlay for the smelter will ulti- other, Itbut
Williams,
Iml.. Mr.
tend tamp for
llliiiu-aaealfxl. It firtTNl
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all per- mately reach $1,000,000.
hook
R. W. Bull
in- Dartlrnlnra and
sons with weak lungs to take Dr. is general manager and will arrive fnll
hea. M Alt Y m,
Tilnaiile to
King's Nfw Discovery, the only rem- here Saturday from New York.
NLW
lVUk.
BSafttraet.
latitat
edy that helped me and fully comes
up to the proprietor's recommenda-lton.- "
Dyspepindigestion
and
for
Kodol
MEN AND WOMEN.
It saves more lives than all
combination of natural dlgest-ant- s
Cm Bi O fornnnataral
other throat and lung remedies put sia, aand
digests
the
acids,
vegetable
dUchargM.iAfiammationt,
together. Used as a cough and cold food Itself and gives strength and A3lj m tallaaayal
GearaatM
Irritatiooa or ulcerations
U
aai ta etrtatate.
cure the world over. Cures asthma, health to the stomach. Pleasant to rr1f4aB Pwnaaai
of mueovi membrane.
Caataataa.
PsinUsa &n4 not asthn.
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough, take. Sold by J. H. O RIelly & Co.
QC Of BOlaODOOB.
WJ.
tCTJUIIUHLal'UAl
f
phthisic,
quinsy,
hoarseness and
C1BCUI)UTL0J1 Sole by DrwnrUtA,
o
stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
eent
in aiatn wravoer.
You don't want to miss the ball
n
Ouaranteed at all
hulMs them
r emereaa. prepaid, tot
or I bottle 2. 75.
dealers. 50c. ad $1.00. Trial bottle game next Saturday and Sunday.
Circular pent e request.
Trinidad vs. the Mcintosh Browns.
free.
City,

Colo..

SOLOMON
W. S. STRICKLER,

.

Every Woman

0,

and

Vice President

clinv-tltm-

.

11

(.

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.

CaslUeT.

J.

C. BALDIUDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACKWELIi

an

I

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ra
ALBUQUERQUE

NSW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AND OIRKCTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNObDS
....PrealdMt
Vlc President
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK lfcKXB
CohUr
AulaUnt Cuhlar

R. A. FR08T
H. F. RATNOLDI

Director

u.

t

i

W.

WILLIAM McINTOSIf,

INTEREST

COMPANY

$1 50.000.00

Officers anil Director:
LINA, President.

A drcs9y double breasted jacket and two pairs of knee pants.
Guaranteed to withstand the hardest wear without ripping or
tearing. We can give this guarantee because

A

s

io7.

TUT

Application For Bond Made Old Ewes. Fed on That Pasturage. Are Easily
by Writ of Habeas
Fattened.
Corpus.
Globe. Ari..

7,

WITH AMPLE MEANS
INSURPASSFD FACILITIES

AT

EEED

LIBERTY

s.vrrunvY, sEPTEMHEn

CITIZEN.

IKES

GOOD SHEEP

TO REGAIN HIS

EVENING

m.

DKfoviToar

Authorised CaplUl
Paid Up Capital, Burplu
Depositor? for Atchison,

and Profit
Topeka k Saata

IKOO.Mt.M
I258.000.M
Fe ttallway Company

A BANK FOR.
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

2nd and Cold

We Take the Firsts!

Others Get the Flag !

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

7
to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
$8,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

PAGERS AND RUNNERS!

...

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.

12:17 Pace

PureNo.2-2:20Tr- ot,

Pur$e No.

3--

.

"Denver Post" Slake Race

Pace,

2:13

Veuv8

Free-For-A-

U

-

Cli:u:t Yillow Label Champagne

Pure No. 42:25 Pace
Purse No. 5
Purse No. 62:30 Trot

-

Pace

-

-

.

-

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000
-

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes!

500
1,000

500
Big List of

JAY A. HUBBS

Manager

Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
O000000X300O0K)
00OXD00000OOOO
" "O! .n lII!I.TTtTJ15.
PVPinr

L.

e. PUTNEY

lunirn

in

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
'
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Carrie, tha larfe.t and

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple
In til. Southwest

Orocrio

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILWAY RATES. HALF PARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

2nd nd Cold

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE, ff; Ur

RAILROAD AVENUE.

0X)0000000000000Ot
Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make, th
duilea lighter, the care taas
and the worrk'. fewer

rOC NEU

A

llie telephone preserve
your health, prolongs year Ui.
and protect your boua

TELEPHONE

IN YOril IIOMK

THE COLORADO TE1LCRHONE CO.

i

A

r.

RATTRDAY,

SF.PTEM TIER 7.

'ALBUQUERQUE

lt07.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

page seven.

FOR ARTIST

CLASSIFIED AD 31

L'S LATE MARITAL CASE
Old Fashioned Romance in Which Prosperity Does Not Set Aside Wife of
Youth For Another Who
Is Younger.
Smoklnt? their pipes In front of the
Weisser Hirsch In Uruesswald the old
men shake their head. It la all
wrong, this thing of the young men
going to that America. What was
good enough for their fathers, mid
and their fathers before
their rathirs
them l good enough for anyone. And
Zahn,
the locksmith's
Urban
here
boy has JuhI finished his apprentice-whi- p
and is going to leave the village,
oh, well. In one way it is a good riddance. He has been making eyes at
daughter.
But
the burgomaster's
where does the rascal get the money
to go to America with? It is Inexplicable.
Just at this, time Urban Zahn is
loitering In the field near the miller's
house. Why does his heart beat fast?
There comes a redcheeked girl. The
cheeks of all the girls In Gruesswald
are red. but the cheeks of Amalla,
the burgomaster's daughter, are reddest. Therefore it Is Amalla who Is

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE" DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

ilm, "You do not love me." are her
words. "This Is the way you repay
me." And she will have It so, whatever the children say. Age and toil
have made her peevish. As for Urban, he says he will bide 'his time.
Fortune Ohiips.
The first the neighbors know of It
is in the papers. No, not the separation that Is several weeks old. It Is
the announcement that the safe and
lock trust has bought of Urban Zahn
for $10(1,000 the patent to a safe combination that defies the utmost science
of the criminal profession to open It.
Urban, alone in his shop, confirms It,
He Is able
his blue eyes sparkling.
to show a bank book with the sum to
hir credit.
"Now, you'll sport, eh, Urban?"
say the neighbors.
"Will I? Just watch me," says Urban, the locksmith.
McCork, the
"Ha! ha!" laughs
tailor, nudging the locksmith In the

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOH RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
601
North Second street.
conFOU RENT Two furnished
nected front rooms, with bath,
heat and light. 423 South Third
street.
FOR RENT .A good 8 room dwelling, with bath and electric lights.
Very well located. Only $30. Lloyd
Hunsaker, 205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Good five room dwelling, In first class condition.
Twj
screened porches; $15. Lloyd Hun
saker, 205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per weik
up.
and
Mlnneapjlln House, 524
South Second. A. T. Davjre, Proprietor.
FOR
RENT Pleasant
furnished
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR "RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralgo,
Sliver avenue, between First and
Second streets
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a rsal
estate agent coiMd Interview In a
long time.

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks.
Experienced saleslady, $6 a week,
board and room.
Colburn's
Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
by
WANTED Position as clerk,
young woman with some experience and good references. Address
116 North Fourth street.
WANTED 1 You can gel It through
this column.
WANTED Young married
couple
wants good room and board In a
family.
Address
care
XXX.
rrlvate
Cltlsen, stating location and price.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P., care Citizen office.
WANTED Carpenters and waiters.
Good waiters $30, and good room
and board. Also cooks. Experienced saleslady, $6 a week, room
and board.
WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night
school. AJbuquerque
Business College, Library building.
WANTED-Posltio- n"
by a first class
office man and timekeeper, with
best of references; am no consumptive, but well and heaJthy and
willing to work. Address, C. B.
P., this office.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
styles in millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 512 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices
wanted.
Phone

ed

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Furniture, 210 South
Sixth street. Call mornings.
FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR" SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 150 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care
Citizen office.
FOK SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on thlr sale, others advertise in
this column.
FOR SALE 102 Armijo Avenue, two
2.000, $1,500,
houses; barn, etc.
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
E. A. Cantrcll.
FOR SALK Ranches from 4 to 60
acres each, all under main irrigation ditch. Near city. Albuquerque Land Company, room 9, Cromwell Bldg.
FOR SALE Half interest Jn estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Tarda. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Two good tent houses
in the Highlands on East Central
avenue. CheaD if sold at once.
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
Central avenue, Cltv.
frame house,
FOR SALE
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
vines, corner East Copper and Locust. $800. $600 cash. li. O. T. E.
A. Cantrel, 102 Armijo avenue.
frame house,
FOR SALE
barn, chicken yard, out house, corner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
$800 cash, 13. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
102 Armijo avenue.
m

"WHY, THIS IS THE DAY FOR OUR SILVER WEDDING."
coming across the field to meet him ribs, "these millionaires are gay birds,
by the linden tree. From her bosom eh?" Outside McCork predicts to an
she draws 14 pieces of gold. Burgo- approving group that Zahn will speedmaster's daughters have gold, though ily get rid of that old wife and take
poor apprentices have gone.
some fluffy young thing to a fine
"You will wait for me there. Ur- home on the avenue. They have It
ban, ye? When I am of age I will all figured out.
come."
Wife is Happy.
What a scandal It would be if
This Is the Altenheim, where the
Grues.-wal-d
knew.
old German people go to live when
Bride Conies.
thty have no homes. It Is a pleasyoung
That sedate
mechanic at the ant, peaceful place, but lonely. That
dock in Baltimore waits for the Im- desolate woman In the women's secmigrant whip to come In. That little tion is Amalia Zahn. They have told
woman in quaint peasant tlnery on her that Urban Is rich. Go back to
board. It Is Amalla. How far away him? The idea does not enter her
can she tell Urban In the crowd that head. She is proud. But u great
blackens the dock? Farther than she sorrow is upon her. Back In the old
can see the whites of his eyes. "Ur- days K used to be so different. And
now it will be Just like a man If he
ban!" "Amalla!" Gott sel dank!
Such a neat little home It Is, that forgets hor forever.
of the man who keeps the little key
What Is this? It Is a man from the
.and lock smithy. All day long Ur-,
delicatessen with a basket of Rhine
ban hammers and files at his ben-hwine Asmannshauser,
Mrs.
"For
looking up only when the bells jangle Zahn." Here comes the baker's
wagto announce the entrance of some on.
A huge frosted cake. "For Mrs.
customer, or at a cheery call from the Zahn." Here come little children, flaxback part Of the house, whence come en haired ones, with flowers bouodors of soup suoh as would tempt quet of hothouse flowers and the
an appetite more Jaded than that of
humble potted geraniums and
a poor mechanic. Of an evening more
people
fusvhlas such as old
Jacob sits in front of the shop door love. "For Mrs. Zahn."German
smoking his
pipe, for
come carriages. Young folks
men must have their comfort. It Is in Here
attire. Mrs. Za.hn's chilrare that Amalla joins him there, for dren.holiday
comes somebody else. It
Here
women must toil. But the children
is Urban Zahn attired In broadcloth
can play in front, the little flaxen-haire- d and
with a tuberose In his buttonhole
"fellows, munching sausage and
like a bridegroom. "Where is
bread and wheeling the baby buggy quite
Mrs.
Zsihn?"
with still another flaxen-haire- d
tot in
Ah! Here she Is and startled beIt. But .the roses have left A ma! la's
measure to se him. She starts
cheeks. 'On this side the roses don't yond
to
meet him. It Is not necessary. He
remain.
seizes
her and kisses her. "Why,
Wive
IIIiii.
you know, Amalla, this is the
The children of Amiilia and Urban don't
day
for our silver wedding!"
Zahn are nearly all grown now. The
And he embraces the bent, tired
locksmith 1s still strong and vigoroaH. figure
and loves her. up aa only
Not much gray trespasses on his
man can, and tells her that her
temples. A frail, bent woman is fining
life
Amaliu, nervous and querulous. All ease.forever after shall be peace and
day long her high pitched voice rethose old time roses! It looks
sounds through the house, droning likeHa.they
are coming back again in
complaint of everything and nothing.
the
of
cheeks
the burgomaster's
They are still poor and work has to daughter.
be done, by the weak as well as by
the strong. UrDan does not murmur
Ft. Bayard. X. M. Sept. 3. 1907.
much at the discontentment voiced by
his wife. "When women get to such Sealed proposals in triplicate for adan age." he says, "they cannot help ditional work required in collection
it." and nods his head over hU pipe. with the Sewage Purification Plant
And lie sighs that he has not been at this post, will be received here unttblc to make her life one of more til 11 a. m.. Oct. 2, 107, and then
ease. It Is with pained resignation opened. Information
furnished on
that he hears her say. In one of her application.
United States reserves
tantrums that she is goins to leave right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelope containing proposals should
be endorsed "Additional
Work on
Sewage Purification Plant' 'and adto
Capt. S. P. Vestal, o. M
dressed
(Sept. 7, 9. IP, 11, 29, 30.)
rata In the headrain anywhere, ha Its rants.
long-stemm-

PAIN

Pain incongortlofi, palu Is tlood preisuro nothing
1m usually.
At leant, to ma Dr. bhoop, and to
prova It he bu created a little pink tablet. That
Ileadacte Tablet
tabla called prewure
lr. fcnoope
away iron v&.n centers.
eoan blood
IUeflectUchannliig, pleasingly delightful. Gently
though latnly, it turtttjr equaluoa Uuj blood cire
latloo.
If too bare a headache, It't blood pressure.
If H i painful period with women, same cause.
li you are tleepleu. reitle, nervous. It's blood
congestion blood pressure.
That surely Is a
Certainty, for l)t. Bhoop Headache Tablet stop
It in '&) minutes, and tae tablet auutily distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
BruiM tour finger, and doesn't It ret red. and
(well, and pain youf Of course It does. It
blowd pressure. You'll find it where paui
.
It' simple; Common Sense.
It Waluayr
golf at 2i feuu, ad cluMiiuUy recommend

Dr Shoop's
Headache
Tablets
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

j

.

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PROPERTY

FOUND

An opportunity if you did not
use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
STRAYED One sorrel mare. Rrand-e- d
on left hip J. G. White feet
and spot In forehead. Small sore
on each side of neck. Finder return to E. W. Fee. 602 South
First street.
LOST

Bred-to-La-

SALESMEN
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
high commissions with $100 month,
ly advance.
position
Permanent
to right man. Jess H. Smith Co.,
Detroit. Mich.
WANTED"SALESMAN $75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
established house. Permanent. High
priced men Investigate. References.
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chi-

Health in tho ( anal Zone.
The high wages paid make It a
mighty temptation to our young artisans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It Is the knowing ones
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, well
knowing they are safe from malarious influence with Electric Bitters on
hand. Cures blood poison too, biliousness, weakness and all stomach,
liver and kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all druggists. DOc.

I

(rtSKl Tilings to Eat.
Home made bread, cake and pies,
hot tamales, chile. Call phone 1045.
40S West
THeras avenue. Orders
taken for Mexican lunches. Mrs. D.
A. Austin.

LOOK,

GOOD )

J

Pianos,

Look for the Label

L. C. GIELITZ

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
206 6. Second Street
Wanted

REAL

Ar

Once, Servant Girl

ESTATE

ItMxl

and

)

geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Office ami Res., 028.

tha-leadl- ng

DIt. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Barnctt Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

tltree-roo- m

lota,
North Fourth
street
room
Three
house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town. .
Three room honse, furnished complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre

800

DIt. J. n. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms
and 3. Harnett Building,
Over o'lUclly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.

i

Phone

1,000
404

Highland Livery

7

BARGAINS

alxxlo 1 1011 so
$
Tlireo room house, four

Saddle horses a specialty. Ber
drivers in the city. Proprietors ti
"Sadie," the picnio waaxm.
BAMBROOK BROS.

Phone

John Strew

MILyLINERY
Up-To-Da-

744.

te

LADIES' TAILORING
MimS CRANE

EDMUND J. AIXJER, D. D. S.

91MN. Ileeo ltd- - Rhone 044

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

of land
500
Six room house. West
New York avenue . . . 2,500
Six room honse. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOIl KENT.
Six
room brick
house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
$20.00
Apartments in Hone flats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick house,
hath, cellar, Fourth ward 2S.00
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for llghtlioiise- kecplnjr, close in
15.00
Five room frame.
First
ward
20.00
Money to loan In sums
to suit.

FANC Y DRY CO ODS

Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

A. Montoya

Aluhquerque, N. M.

215 Wfst
NOTICE

FOU

Gold

ive.

PIULICATION.

MaaaamaBaaaaassati

FANCY WORK

LAWYERS
IL

V. D.

Attorney

Mrs. M.

BRYAN

at

J

C Wilson

224 W. Gold'
"

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Maaasaaaaask

Imxv,

LIVERT. BALE, FEED AND'
Office, First National Rank Building,
TRANSFER STABLES.
Aliibquerque, N. M.
Horses and Mules Bought and

chanted.

E.

V. DOBSON

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad ana
Copper Avenue.

Attorney at Law.
Office Cromwell Block,

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

IHA M. BOND

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IS THE CITT.
When In need of sasb. door, frame

Attorney at Law.

ci.Ttl"

work
speeJalty. 46t
street Telephone 403.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Pensions, Land
Patents. Copyrights,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
August 1$, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Deal
Marks, Claims.
derlo Carabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M., 32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C
litis filed notice of his Intention
DEVOES READY PAINT
to
make llnal flvo year proof in support
One Gallon Covers 606 Square Ftoe
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
INSURANCE
No. 726". made September 29, 1902,
Stops Leaks, Lasta Five Tear.
for the B
KB tt. E H BE K. Section 30, Township 11 N, Range J W.,
B. A. SLEYSTFJl
and that said proof will be made be408 Wen Railroad Areooe
fore 1L W. 13. Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Insurance, Real Estate. Notary
October 6, 1907.
Public.
TOTI at OR API
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up- Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block, Dealers In Groceries,
Provisions, Ha
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.
Grain and FueL
Juan Baca y Anoya, Romulo ChavFine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
ez, Juan Castas, Donaciano Tapla, all
and Cigars. Place your orders fr
of Atrlsco, N. M.
A. E. WALK EK
this line with us.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NORTH TH ID BT.
Fire Insurance.

Thos. F. Keleber
JAP-A-LA-

C.

tlS-m-1-

THIRD STREET

Secretary Mutual Bulldlnir Association
217 West Central Avenue.

Hie. .Market.
lot on
many
years Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has consantly gained
In favor and popularity
until It Is
now one of the most staple medicines In use and has an enormous
sale. Jt is Intended especially for
acute throat
and lung diseases,
such as coughs, colds and croup, and
d
epended upon .It is
can always be
pleasant ami safe to take and is undoubtedly the best in the market
for the purpose fur which it is intended. Sold by All lJruggists.
U10 I

Card signs, "Ttoofne ror Rent."
"Board." etc., for sale
the office of
The Evening Citlxen.
I'vepepsta Is America s greatest
fur-e- .
Burdock Blood Bitters conquers dyspepsia every time. It drives
out Impurities, tones the stomach, reperfect digestion,
stores
normal
weight, and good health.

na

696.

New Fall Hats,
Styles.

Meat Market

CIuiiiiIhvImJii'h Couch Remedy One of

For

TAILOR

New amvais of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns,
shnde for the coming; season.
N. T. Armijo Building.

DENTISTS

FOU SALE.
acres good gnrden

cago.

WANTED SALESMAN
$75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
established
house.
Permanent.
Hih priced men investigate. References. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
Mgr.. Chicago.
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
high commissions with $100 monthly advance. Permanent position to
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.

BREAD

Physician and Surgeon

P. Matteucci

944.

and

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

Homeopathic

CARDS

Organ
Occidental life Building.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
Tcleplionc, 880.
French Bakery Co. 202 E. Central
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low aa $11
and aa high aa $100.
Loans art
DR. K. L. IfCST
quickly made and strictly
prlvata
Time: One month to one year glveri
possession
Goods remain In your
Physician and Surgeon
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
riRST CLA99 SHOEMAKER
see us before borrowing.
A NO REPAIRER
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
A 7, N. T. Armijo Building.
Steamship tickets to and from a1 Rooms
ORKKN MONT, t OB North Fire
parts of the world.
Room I and 4, Grant Bldg.
DRS. F.RONSON & BRONSON
108 H West Railroad Aye.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Homeopathic Physicians
and SurOpen Evenings.
On

Toung man,
WANTED Situation.
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general office experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish references If desired. Please address
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.

LOST

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

M. L. SCIHJTT

Heal Estate and Loans.

A nttie want

ad always

pays,
Because it knows the means
and ways.
The people read the want

ads too
The same as you will learn
to do.

All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt Meav

Meant baosage Factory.
Airenf. flip tiin iVnvoiAM
EMIL KM WVL-rwt'Coiniwiny, Ifnrtforo. Conn., Life and
Masonlo
Building. North TUlM
Accident. The strongest
coinixuiy
writing accident lnxiirajiiw in till.
world.
THORNTON & CO.
210 South Second Sxtreot.
EXPERT HOIKK CLEANERS.
121 V.
c.

i..uwn.

MISCELLANEOUS
WILLIAM WALLACE MTI.ELUX
Justice of the Peace. Precinct
No. 12. Notary Public.
OolltMtlons.
Office 221 North bcoiid Street.
Residence 723 North Fourth Street,
Aluhquerque, N. M.
TIIOS.

KH

I.

v

al

Stove rciuilrl
tlnjf up a seclalty. We hire only
i
neip in our express lino,
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 620.

.,..

M.

VA

!!

i

ar

M ADDISON

ltriii-y-ut-Iv- .

You naturally would prefer to treat yourself at home, for any form of female
trouble, wouldn't you? Well, it can be done. No reason why you should not
be able to relieve or cure your suffering, as thousands of other women have
done, by proper use of the Cardui Home Treatment. Begin by taking

Home

WixieofCardui

the

ment

well-kno-

female tonic

wn

Joa Moorhaad. of Archibald.

your advice,

J-2- 0

;l

liTniTC
IVl 1
II

I

I

T., writes: "My vifa had suffered for years from femala trouM
On
gava her tha Cardui Homo Treatment, and now she hardly suffers at alL" Sold by druggists.

lie
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WrHe today fnr a fre cow c4 valuable

Advk.

HORDFR.S,

moim: rniMsiiims.

VXDEUTAKEII.

nh

:

yuur

symrt,
Iwpl.,

Ladies AJvisory

1

Ml-.-t
lnustrmtd Rank ftvWnmn. If vau
latlna ui, mni reply vill t
rnl in pUjn walcl envaku.
h Cliatunoiva Medicina Co., (lh.tunxga. Tenn.

M VOVIMl
.
wi;
HOI. II (.(MHis. 211 V.
.

For sale at all drug stores.

!.

'(ave.

Otlieo with W. B. Clilldcrs,
117 Went fiold Avenue.

F. W. KPENCEIt
Architect.

MOTT'S
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PILLS
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woMitnhoou,
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tuJj.
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Cnoirw 40 iiihI 47. Iliirn.i, Rulldiii;!
Alljuquciquu, N. M. Phone 355.
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Our School Shoes Make

F. Spinier, of Homallllu, Is
the city on business.
Miss (Trace Nichols has returned
to the city from a sojourn in the
east.
Ili'v. C. J. JullhirJ. a Catholic
of Tullu, is in the city on
triet
business.
Airs. L. I!. Futnev expects to leave
this evenltm on a pleasure trip to
Milwaukee.
Mis.-Krma Ta seller has returned
from Chicago and returned
her
stuilies at the university.
Horn. September Cth to Mr. and
Mrs. LiouM McRea.
of 231 North
Walter street, a boy baby.
Mrs. Wallace Huron Is enjoying a
visit from her mother and sister,
Mrs. and Miss Jones, of Albany, Ua.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Henjamln have
returned to the city from In outing
of three weeks" duration at the Jemez
Hot Springs,
Herman Schweitzer, of the Alva-- rado curio rooms, left las night on
a business trip to the Navajo reservation.
Jake Meyers, of the firm of H.
Benjamin & Co., left this morning on
a business trip
to Sliver City and
EI Faso.
S. N'eusladt,
the genial general
merchant at Los Luna, returned
home this morning after a business
trip to the city.
a. W. Cook, captil'i jf the So
corro baseball ream, is i:i the city to
see the ball game between Albuquerque and Trinidad.
Mrs. M. J. Butler,
of 717 East
street, returned to the city last night
from a pleasure trip of several weeks'
duration In Chicago.
Howard Clark, of th3 Benham In- S
NOTICE
dian Trading company, has returned
Dr. II. M. Williams
to the city from a business fip to
DENTIST
the Navajo reservation.
Has moved to rooms 24 and
Bldg.
Most modern
25.
Harnett
Col. W. M. Berger, the Belen.real
electrical equipment In South- estate agent, is In the city for the
west.
day while en route to Washington, t
11
where he Ig called on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wingate. of
318 West Lead avenue, are enjoying
a visit from Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Webber, of Oklahoma City, Okla.
L. R. Babcock. of Kelly, arrived
In the city this morning.
Mr. Babcock has Just recently purchased
some gold mines at ftosedale, N. M..
which he Is preparing to operate on
a large scale.
Mrs. L. J. Brackett and daughter,
Miss May. left last night for Begelow,
Tenn., where they will be the guests
of Mrs. llrackett's
They
mother.
expect to be absent from Albuquerque about six weeks.
T. F. Holmes, who has charge of
L. W. Lewis' work at Cerrlllos, returned to camp this morning after
spending a day In the city buying
supplies. L. W. Lewis has a rock
crusher near Cerrlllos making balCo.,
last for the Santa Fe.
.
....
'
X.
A
1..
'
'
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Nichols and
daughter arrived from San Marclal I (irKvrUs $n.soiiuhle I 'm Us and 2
morning.
Mr.
this
and Mrs. Nichols
left on the limited for California,
622-2- 4
W. Tiieras
Phone 51
J
where Mr. Nichols has business, whlla
Miss Nichols Is spending the day In

Style,

Fit and Wear,
They have as much snap as footwear for grown up
people. Manish looking lasts for boys, dainty
styles for girls. They have the right shape to fit
the foot of a growing chilJ properly.
No unsightly wrinkles, no pinching. They are
made of reliable materials and put together in such
a way that they will stand the hardest wear and
keep their shape. OUR PRICES ARK EXTRA
REASONABLE.

to

8

13,

$1.25 to $2.00;
to 5
2

'

to 2, $1.50 to $2.25;
to
$1.75
$2.50
13

-2

II
to 2, $1.25 to 2.25;
to II, $1.00 to $1.85;
to 6, $1.75 to $2.50
2
-2

-

THE

Reliance Electric Go.
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
Phone 131

502 West Central

Ave.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

3

W. Central
Avenue

GO.

t

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

r ; tt

1

10 South Second St.

1

The Central
Avenue Clothier

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Mexican Goods, the Cheapest
Plaee te bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

have hundreds of the finest imported and domestic fabrics, all of them
handsome pieces, and absolutely correct for the coming season. If you want
a suit that is different from the rank and file of suits, perfect in fit and finish,
and unexcelled in wearing qualities, come in and see us. Our garments are
made by a tailoring house that has established a world-wid- e
reputation.
They cost no more than the ready-madand our guarantee is satisfaction or
no money.
e,

Kttsa

C. G. PERRY,

CLOTHIER

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

EVERY THING ,
j ewe Leu IN THE JEWELRY LlNE

1

COE

STOVE

South

'1

Miss PIIILBRICK'S KINDERGARTEN

is conducive

M-

1

r

Between Central and Copper Ave.,

STOVES
RANGES

Railroad Avenue
We
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MARKET

Our new

H

this is the best to be obtained
$32.00 per suit try a suit

$18.00
i

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
Phone 601
kg 3 207 West Gold

E. L. Washburn Company

gig
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Meat Line First Class in

B

HOME C0ME0RT

SUPPLIES!

M

COOK STOVES
HEATING STOVES
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TINWARE
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PLUMBERS

L

f

ENAMEL
H Yoor Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
H
Assured, v
o
hM

Hurdwar

1

STEEL RANGES

tverv Ihine in the
Quality
Best Prices Possible

i

MINE AND MILL

NATIONAL

&

y.

I v

MILLER

and

to
g

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit

UTENSILS

.

WholeMulo nnd

G

UNION
MEAT

fall and winter stock of Men's and Boy's
Clothing is almost complete
g
&
We are agents for STEIN-BLOCClothing for

.

M

LA

its tuw, sihifpy clothing you will find it here.
Stein-Bloc- h

COOKING

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

At Best Possible Prices

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

DIAMOND PALACE

ENAMELED

& COMPANY

THE

Get the

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7
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LOMMOBI

Diamonds, Wau-liru- ,
Jewelry, Cut (.lass, Clo Us, Sllrrnrc.
, nl.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Nimut

U

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

In tlt Woman's club IliitUllng 611 West 5olcl Avenue
yenr. of
Tuition. Jt;tO
r qunrUT of HwffM.
nivks; 7.M
Niyalli in lulvnnif. Miss I'liilhrk'k will
lit KluiUrgurUn all day
Mitiinlay, Krpu-iiilx-7th.

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them pn the way. Come in

QQ
AMI nifel&mk
JU is A ly 2JU,lfZ
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SEPT.O.
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A Majestic Range

lO

Second

FINE WATCH RtPAIftINQ

Men

.J

We

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

CXCD1VT

CIlVrrTVT

OllYlWll

Exclusive Opticians

Thing

A

EVEBITT

Come in; we're here all the time

YOUR FALL SUIT

i

j

Fall Suits for Boys
Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

INCREASING IN VALCE STEAD
ILY, 13 IX) 20 PEll CENT. WE
IAVE FIVE IICMKEI
DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT liOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN liE BOCGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stonp.

when you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly Fitted
Classes Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

You
Will
Soon
Need

Fall Su'ts for Men

ALL THE TIME

Champion Grocery

Tinners

NEW ARRIVALS

WOOD

W. H, HAHN & GO.

ftti

io7.

isn't simply that we sell Hart Schalfner
& Marx clothes that you find it worth
while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something
coming to you.

ANTHRACITE
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COAL

Mo-Inty- re

FOR GIRLS
8

Ch.irlon

'

FOR BOYS

aixkiav, dRm;jinKu

Tomatoes

1A KAOK A 1 II H
In

GoodIn

CITIZEN.

the city preparatory to going to Chicago, where she will study music this
Mr. .Whols owns a barber
winter.
shop at San Marclal.
J. R. Moore, who recently sold a
general merchandise business at Sun
Marclal to the firm of Armstrong &
Oranjean, passed through the city
We are taking orders for these
this morning en route to San Martial. Mr. Moore has opened a gen- little preserving Tomatoes.
eral store at Fresno, Cal., and Is now
returning to San Marclal to close up
Only 5c per Pound.
his business there.
'5. W. Tripp, who has resigned his
Also 25 pound boxes of the
position at the Harvey curio rooms,
evening
will leave tomorrow
for large ones for canning.
Kansas City. Mr. Tripp has been In
Albuquerque about six months and
In that time has made many friend-MONARCH GROCERY CO.
who regret to see him leave this
city.
Rhone SO, 307 W. Central
Rev. John R. (iiiss. ..ynodlcal missionary for the Presliyierlan church
In New Mexico, left this morning for
Carthage, where he will conduct services tomorrow.
There Is no church
and services are held in the school
house.
O. A. Larraxolo. ,ho we!! known
attorney at la v of Las Wgas, passed through the t:y this morning on
delayed train No. ' en rJUte to Kl AMEISHAN IllXK'K,
t'EIUULM)S LUMP.
Faso. where his Jiiiuli'.r, w'jo is
parents near the
visiting her raii
Pass City, Is epirtel seriously 111.
William MacDouglass, Robert
and John McKlnley, are a trio
of Carthage visitors In the city to Furnace,
day.
Mixed,
The Trinidad baseball team lias
Nut.
made Its headquarters In this city at r I.KAN GAS COKE,
the (Jrand Central.
SMITIUXti COAIi.
Maco Stewart, of Galveston, Tex.
XATIVK KINDUNO,
Is transacting business In the city
l'OK CASH ONLY.
today.
R. L. Shallenberger, of San Mar
clal, Is a business visitor In the city.
William Canfleld, of Wlllard, Is a
business visitor In the city.
O. E. Clark, of Socorro, Is register
TEDEI'IIONE
I.
ed at the Sturges.

PERSONAL
314 WEST RAILROADAVE.
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AMMUNITION
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401-40-

3

hORTH FIRST STREET

